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Chapter 1. Introduction
This PACS Pipeline Reference (PPR) manual is the document to read after you have run through a
pipeline at least once and have read the PACS Data Reduction Guide (PDRG). In the PPR we explain
the more complex details of the reduction of PACS data, describe the PACS-product visualisation
GUIs, explain the layout of PACS products and a bit of how to work with them, and discuss issues
around working with different types of sources. Please note that this PPR is still being written and not
all these topics are yet included in full detail. To learn more about the various pipeline tasks that you
use as you reduce your data you can search in the PACS URM (accessible from the HIPE help page):
this User Reference Manual is organised as an alphabetical task list, and for each task there will be an
explanation of what it does, examples of its use, and details of the parameters. Most of the information
about the actual pipeline tasks will be in this URM, although for a few tasks the explanation is too long
and complex to fit in the URM, so these instead are explained here in the PPR.
The PPR is organised in a common, a spectroscopy and a photometry chapter. The common chapter
contains information about the internal organisation of our products, inspection GUIs that can be used
on data from both instruments, and the Meta data, Status table, and BlockTable. The spectroscopy and
photometry chapters include detailed explanations of the respective pipeline tasks that are too long
to place in the URM, and any other information you need to know when working with Level 2 (i.e.
pipeline-reduced) products.
Last updated April 4, 2011. Changes from previous versions: completely re-written. Note that this
manual is still undergoing updates and corrections.
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Chapter 2. Issues common to
Photometry and Spectroscopy
2.1. Introduction
In this chapter we explain the following issues for which spectroscopy and photometry have quite
some overlap:
• What the layers in a PACS product are and how to access them.
• Information listings that are part of your PACS science data: the Status table, the BlockTable, and
the Meta data.
• How to work with masks: what they are for, how they are organised, and how you can manipulate
them. (Note: this is not a tutorial on "how to mask out my point sources before I high-pass filter my
map", this is just a primer on the syntax of working with masks.)
• The PACS Product Viewer, which allows you to visualise the detector plane for photometric and
spectroscopic data, and allows an inspection of the masks.
What we do not explain here are the pipelines themselves. For this you need to see the PACS Data
Reduction Guide (PDRG).
Note
Syntax: things that are parameters of tasks will be written like this; the names you give
them will be written in normal font; class names will be written like This; and the word
ramp, frame, and cube refers to products that are of class Ramps, Frames or PacsCube,
but when written in normal font we are referring to a generic product, rather than its class
type or the name you gave it.

2.2. The layout of PACS products
Here we introduce you to the way PACS products are arranged. For spectroscopy and photometry
the idea is the same, although the details of what the datasets hold naturally differ. The following
explanation is based on spectroscopy.
The first product you will work on is the ObservationContext, which is what you get from the HSA
(after untarring and loading into HIPE). This is a grand container of all the invidual products and
datasets that you get with each observation. To get an overview of this you should open the ObservationContext with the Observation viewer: right-click on it in the Variable panel listing, or the Outline
panel listing, and the viewer will open in the Editor panel:
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Figure 2.1. An ObservationContext viewed with the Observation Viewer

In the upper part you see a Summary tab and the Meta data tab, at the lower left you see the directory-like listing of the layers in the ObservationContext, and on the right of that is an area where the
default viewer for the selected layer, if such a viewer exists, will open (note that the default viewer
will open if you even single click on an appropriate product on the left side, and for some products
it may take a good few seconds to load).
Let us go through these products one by one. In the lower left directory listing you will see something
like this:

Figure 2.2. The Levels directory listing in an ObservationContext

Listings in red have not yet been loaded into memory, those in black have been. To load a product into
memory you simply have to access it (e.g. click on it). Each listing here is a layer in the ObservationContext. The Levels 0 to 2 contain the same data but at different stages of processing (see the PDRG
for an explanation of the processing levels). The other listings are additional data that you get with your
observation, but these are mostly of interest to the instrument scientists and are not explained here.
When you click on "level0/0_5/1" you will see this:
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Figure 2.3. The level contents

If you hover with your cursor over these various HPSXXX layers (HPS=Herschel Pacs Spectroscopy),
a banner comes up telling you what class the products are: for example, the HPSFITB (or HPPAVGB
for photometry) is a ListContext, which means that it is a container (listing) of other products. The
different HPSXXX represent different stages of the pipeline processing, which for spectroscopy begins
on a so-called Frames product in the HPSFIT[B|R] layer of level0 and finishes at the cubes of the
HPS3DR[B|R] and HPS3FP[B|R] layers of level2. It is clear that there is more than one type of product
held in the different levels, and as well as the actual astronomical data there will also be satellite and
calibration data.
The level-layers the astronomer will be interested in are: HPSFIT[B|R], HPS3D[B|R], HPS3DP[B|
R] and HPS3DP[B|R], which respectively contain the Frames, PacsCubes, PacsRebinedCube and the
final projected cubes which are of class SpectralSimpleCube, for the blue and the red (B|R) camera
data. The Frames are Level 0 to 1 products, the PacsCubes are Level 1 products, and the PacsRebinnedCube and the SpectralSimpleCube are the two final, Level 2 products. The other layers you can
see in the screenshot above contain engineering (HPSENG), satellite housekeeping (HPSGENK and
HPSHK), DecMec data (HPSDMC) which are used in some of the masking pipeline tasks, and data of
the central detector pixel which is downlinked in raw format (HPSRAW). You can also see the Product Description Document PDD to get definitions of the various HPSXXX (or HPPXXX). In addition
the screenshots shows an auxiliary and calibration layer. The calibration contains the calibration tree
that was used to reduce these data (see the PDRG chap. 3 here and here for more information on the
calibration tree). The auxiliary layer contains data used in the pipeline, these mainly being to do with
calibrating the pointing and timing. Finally, the History contains a history of the reductions, and there
should be a history for every layer you can look at, and its history will be specific to that layer.
By looking into the level0 HPSFITB (click on the + next to it) you can see the layers inside of it. For
this product there will always only be one layer (numbered 0), which holds a product of Frames class.
Inside this product are the various datasets containing your astronomical and associated data: you can
see in the screenshot below the Status table (Sec. 2.3.2), Masks (Sec. 2.4) and the Signal. At Level
0 there has been no pipeline processing, so these are all the datasets that will be there. At Level 0.5,
also shown in the screenshot, some pipeline processing has been carried out, and so you see a few
more datasets: Ra, Dec, Wave, Masks and the BlockTable (Sec. 2.3.3). If you want to open a GUI on
a product to inspect it, it is the Frames that you will look at in Level 0 and 0.5.
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Figure 2.4. The layers in the Level 0 and 0.5 product of an ObservationContext

At Level 1 you see again more datasets, as the screenshot below shows. You can also see that here
there are two layers of Frames (numbered +0 and +1): this is because there has been a "slicing" of
the Frames to separate astronomically distinct parts of the observation (see the PDRG chap. 3). In
addition at Level 1 there is also a PacsCube layer—HPS3D[B|R]—and it will have its own datasets.
(At Level 1 in the pipeline you convert the Frames to the PacsCube.)

Figure 2.5. The layers in the Level 1 product of an ObservationContext

Finally there is the Level 2, inside which you will find two cubes: the rebinned cube (PacsRebinnedCube) and the projected cube (SpectralSimpleCube). These cubes have their own datasets, as you can
see in the image below, and they do not have any Masks—this is because they are created from maskfree data. In the case of the screenshot below you can see that there are two layers, called +0 and
+1, for the HSP3DRB, and each of these contain another nine layers; within these final layers are the
actual PacsRebinnedCubes. The reason for this structure is that the observation that this particular
screenshot was taken from is a raster of nine positions and with two spectral lines: the HPS3DRB
layers are organised with the invidual raster cubes at the bottom, and the wavelength ranges at the
top. However, the HPS3DPB has only two layers (+0 and +1), which contain each a single Spectral-
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SimpleCube. These SpectralSimpleCubes are the final product of the pipeline, and are created via a
mosaicing of the preceeding (9, in this case) PacsRebinnedCubes, but the different wavelength ranges
are still held separately: hence, two SpectralSimpleCubes came from 9x2 PacsRebinedCubes. This is
all explained in chap. 3 of the PDRG.

Figure 2.6. The layers in the Level 2 product of an ObservationContext

2.3. Meta data, [Master]BlockTable and Status
table
In this section we describe the Meta data of the ObservationContext and the various other PACS
data products you work with as you pipeline process. We also explain the organisation, entries and
interaction with the so-called Status and [Master]BlockTable.

2.3.1. Meta Data
The Meta data are header data that most products in HIPE have. The longest set of Meta data is that
attached to the ObservationContext that you begin your pipeline processing on. This includes information taken from the AOR and information on the configuration of PACS during your observation.
From the ObservationContext you will extract your Level 0 product, and from there you will extract
the slicedFrames (spectroscopy) or Frames (photometry)—all of these layers have their own Meta
data as well. Some of these Meta data are used by pipeline (and other) tasks.
To inspect the Meta data of the ObservationContext, which is probably the first product you will
look at, you can use the Observation viewer (see the HIPE Owner's Guide). This viewer, accessible
via a right-click on your ObservationContext in the Varables panel of HIPE, shows you the layers
of the ObservationContext presented with a directory-like structure. With this you can see how the
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ObservationContext is organised, and you can also extract out, using drag-and-drop, some of the layers,
or you can access the viewers that will work on them. The view the Observation viewer presents you
with was shown in the previous section.
The Meta data themselves are presented like this in the Observation viewer:

Figure 2.7. Meta data of the ObservationContext

Some of the entries can be understood without explanation, and those that are taken from the AOR
(the description will be "Observation Parameter") will have been explained in the HSPOT and AOT
documentation (available from the HSC website). However, to help you further we here include a
(hopefully complete) table listing the Meta data entries of an ObservationContext; this you will see
when you click on the name of the ObservationContext in the Observation viewer (i.e. on "obs" in
the figure above). Some Meta data are also explained in the Product Description Document (PDD),
although it may not be completely up-to-date. Note that many of the Meta data are only interesting for
the PACS project scientists, and you do not need to understand these.
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if the observation is not a raster)
mapGratScanOffRep

HSPOT entry: for pointed or mapping observations: how often the off position is repeated (m=2
off-on-on-off)
Issues common to Photometry means
and Spectroscopy
mapRasterAngle/RefFrame
HSPOT entry: requested map angle wrt the instrument or the sky, and the reference frame (wrt
Table 2.1. Meta Data of an ObservationContext
North or wrt the boresight)
missionConfig/uration

internal: mission configuration identifier

modelName

internal: Flight=PACS in space

n

number of raster lines (taken from HSPOT) (note:
the default value is >0 even if the observation is
not a raster)

naidif

Solar system object NAIF identifier

object

target name

observer

P.I. name

obsid

observation identifier

obsMode

HSPOT entry: observing mode, e.g. pointed or
mapping

obsOverhead

observing overheads

obsState

Level processed to

odnumber

operational day number

orderSel

grating order

origin

who/what provided these data

pmDEC/RA

proper motion

pointingMode

pointing mode keyword

pointStep

raster step (point=column) in arcsec

processingMode

pipeline processing mode, SYSTEMATIC means
"by the HSC"

proposal

name given to the programme when proposal was
submitted

ra/raNominal

RA actual and requested

raDeSys

RA, Dec coordinate reference frame

radialVelocity

spacecraft velocity along the line of sight to the
target

raOff

HSPOT value: requested RA off position

redshiftType/Value

HSPOT value: the redshift given by the astronomer

refSelected

if true, then allow the use of raoff and decoff

slewTime

time of start of slew to the target

source

HSPOT entry: type of observation, e.g. point(ed
observation) or large (mapping observation) for
spectroscopy

startDate/Time

start of observation

subType

internal

telescope

obviously: Herschel!

throw

chopper throw (spectroscopy)

type

product type identifier

userNODCycles

HSPOT value: number of nod cycles requested

velocityDefinition

which model was used to compute Herschel's radial velocity

widthUnit

HSPOT value: line width unit
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Next we list the Meta data of various layers of the ObservationContext: the level0, level0.5, level1, level2 layers; the slicedFrames (HPSFIT[B|R] for spectroscopy or HPPAVG[B]|R for photometry), slicedCubes (HPS3D[B|R]), and the ListContexts holding photometry SimpleImage maps
(HPPPMAP[B|R]) and sliced PacsRebinnedCubes (HPS3DR[B|R]) and sliced projected SpectralSimpleCubes (HPS3DP[B|R]); and of the individual slices that are Frames, SimpleImages, PacsCubes,
PacsRebinnedCube and the projected cubes (class SpectralSimpleCube). You will see these Meta data
listed in the Observation viewer when you click on one of the names ("level0", "HPSFITB" etc.). These
products have all of the Meta data of the ObservationContext also, so we list only the unique entries.
Table 2.2. Meta Data of the other layers of a PACS observation

Name

Description

apid

internal

band

what filter/band was chosen

camera/camName/camera_signature

camera this product is for (red/blue spectrometer)

detRow/Col

number of detector rows and columns (but may be
recorded incorrectly for the HPS3DP[B|R] cube)

fileName

FITS file name associated with this product

herschelVelocityApplied

was Herschel's velocity corrected for (in the
pipeline)?

isInterlaced

a mode of operation for the satellite's StarTracker

level

Level of this product (0,05,1,2)

nodPosition

nod position (A/B) that this product belongs to
(mainly spectroscopy)

obsCount

internal

obsType

internal

productNotes

text describing the product

qflag_[R|B]SSCGLIT_p/_p_v

description and percentage value of the number of
glitched datapoints found

qflag_[R|B]SSCISAT_p/_p_v

description and percentage value of the number of
saturated datapoints found

qflag_[R|B]SVALPIX_p/_p_v

internal

spec_[blue|red]_FailedSPUBuffer

internal: percantage of failed SPU (signal processing unit)

testDescription/Name/Execution

internal

type

dataset type, e.g. HPSFITB for spectroscopy blue
fit ramps (see the Product Description Document
PDD for definitions, or Sec. 2.2)

verbose

internal

Finally, there are some meta data that are added by the interactive spectroscopy pipeline, and these
are described in the next table:
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Table 2.3. Meta Data added by the interactive spectroscopy pipeline

Name

Description

aotMode

aot mode, concatenation of other AOT mode Meta
data

band

band name

calBlock

false or true for whether this is a calBlock

Chopper Throw

small, medium or large

Duration

of the observation in sec

isOffPosition

off or on postion slice?

Line 1/2/...

details of this the line/band in the product

lineDescription

summary of other Meta data line descriptions

min/maxWave

minimum/maximum wavelength

nodCycleNum

nodding cycle number

nodPosition

nod B or A slice?

Number of lines

number of spectral lines

Number of Nod Cycles

exactly what it says

Observing mode

summary of all observing mode Meta data entries

onOffSource

on or off source: 0=not science, 1=on source,
2=off source

pacsSliceInfoUpdated

sliced information keywords were updated?

productNotes

dataset type, e.g. HPSFITB for spectroscopy blue
fit ramps (see the Product Description Document
PDD for definitions, Sec. 2.2)

rasterId

number of raster lines, raster columns

Starting time

start of observation in a friendly format

To query the meta data on the command line you can follow these examples (more examples will be
added at a later date):
# From an ObservationContext
# - print all the meta data, so you know what are there
print obs.meta
# - print the meta data entry for "lines"
print obs.meta["lines"]
# giving:
#
{description="ObservationParameter", string="[{O I 3P1-3P2",
63.18,4,0.0,0.0,1.0,"fluxWatt","kms"}]"}
# - print only the value of the "lineWidth" (which is held as a string)
print obs.meta["lineWidth"].string
# giving: [30.0]
# - what was the requested RA and Dec
print obs.meta["raNominal"]
# giving:
#
{description="Requested Right Ascencion of pointing", double=63.2351234,
unit=deg [0.01745 rad]}
# - print RA and Dec as numbers only
print obs.meta["raNominal"].double, obs.meta["decNominal"].double
# From a slicedFrames product taken from level 1
# (e.g. slicedFrame=obs.level1.refs["HPSFITB"].product)
print slicedFrame.meta # and etc, as above
# From a Frames product, the first one in the slicedFrames of level 1
# (e.g. frame=obs.level1.refs["HPSFITB"].product.refs[0].product)
print slicedFrame.meta # and etc, as above
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2.3.2. Status table
The Status is a table that lists, for each readout in your Frames (photometry and spectroscopy) and
PacsCube (spectroscopy) product, the status of the instrument. So if you have 1234 readouts/datapoints along the time-line for each detector pixel, then the Status table columns will have 1234 rows.
This includes information about where PACS was pointing and where and what the various moving
parts of PACS were set to. As you proceed along in your pipeline, the Status table is added to and
modified: as the dimensions of your Frames change, e.g. when the chop- and chop+ are subtracted
from each other in the spectroscopy pipeline task specDiffChop, then the readout dimension is reduced, and the Status is reduced appropriately.
Note that the fluxes, wavelengths, errors, and other such astronomical data are not held in the Status
table, with the exception of some sky position information; these datasets are held elsewhere (see the
explanation of the PACS product layout in Sec. 2.2).
The information held in the Status table are used by some pipeline tasks, and they can also be used to
extract out particular parts of a product—although on the whole, it is no longer necessary to do such
extractions using the Status table, in most cases this can be done more easily using the BlockTable
(Sec. 2.3.3). Status data can be all of Boolean, Integer, Double and String. You, as an astronomy user,
will never have to add to or change anything in the Status table and there is also almost nothing that you
really need to check. However, since the Status table is there in your PACS products, we endeavour
to explain it here.
To look at the Status table you can right-click on it while you have the Observation Viewer open on
your Frames or PacsCube or similarly-so if you have the product displayed in the Outline panel of
HIPE. The viewers you can use include a plotter and a dataset inspector, and the image below is what
you see when you use the Dataset inspector. The plotter is good for looking at relationships between
Status entries, although the plotter cannot display String or Boolean information. For that you need
to look at the table.
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Figure 2.8. Viewing the Status table in the Observation Viewer

Most Status entries are listed here. Excuse the large amount of lingo used, but basically if you don't
understand what is written, you don't need to understand it!
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FINETIME

Time in units of microsecond. Atomic time (SI seconds)
elapsed since the TAI epoch of 1
Issues common to Photometry and SpectroscopyJan. 1958 UT2.

GPR

S+P Long 1

S Int 1

grating position an encoded by
the MEC

IsAPosition/IsBPosition

S+P Bool 1

at B or A nod position>

IsConstantVelocity

S+P Bool 1

is the satellite velocity constant?

IsOutOfField

S+P Bool 1

out of field?

IsOffPos

S+P Bool 1

off position flag

IsSerendipity

S+P Bool 1

serendipity mode; was the instrument active during e.g. slew
periods

IsSlew

S+P Bool 1

slew of the satellite

LBL

S+P Int 1

Label

Mode

S+P String 1

pointing modes

NodCycleNum

S+P Long 1

pointing nod cycle number

NrReadouts

Int 1

number of readouts that were
used for the on-board-reduced
value

OBSID

S+P Long 1

Observation identifier

OnTarget

S+P Bool 1

on target flag

PaArray/Err

S+P Double 1

Position angle of the boresight
(centre of the detector), from
pointing product and FINETIME

PIX

S+P Int 1

-

RaArray/Err

S+P Double 1

RA of the boresight (centre
of the detector), from pointing
product and FINETIME

RasterLine/ColunmNum

S+P Long 1

raster line and column number

Repetition

S+P Int 1

repetition number

RESETINDEX

S+P Int 1

a counter of resets

RCX

S+P Int 1

(detector) Raw Channel Index

RollArray

S+P

obsolete; see PaArray

RRR

S Int 1

Readouts in Ramp (number)

SCANDIR

S Int 1

grating scanning direction

ScanLineNumber

S+P Long 1

scan line number

TMP1

S+P Int 1

Timing parameter: "time stamp"
of the SET_TIME to the DMC,
set only at the beginning of the
observation. Unit of seconds

TMP2

S+P Int 1

see TMP1. In 1/65536 fractional
seconds

Utc

S+P Long 1

UTC (not used during pipeline
processing but is set by pipeline
task)

VLD

S+P Int 1

Science data is value (0xff) or is
not (0x00)

WASWITCH

S Bool

wavelength switching mode or
not

WPR

S+P Int 1

Wheel position encoded by the
MEC

Table 2.4. Status information
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To select on data using the Status entries you can follow these examples (more examples will be added
at a later date):
# Spectroscopy
# What are the dimensions of a Status column
print myframe.getStatus("RaArray").dimensions
# Two ways to get Status data
# what are all the "BAND"s in your Frames
print UNIQ(myframe.status["BAND"].data)
print UNIQ(myframe.getStatus("BAND"))
# Extracting out the on and off chop readouts (example taken from the
# PDRG (Chp. 4)
# Extract the Status column called CHOPPOS from a Frames
stat = myframe.getStatus("CHOPPOS")
# get the on chops: here the throw is "large"; "small" and "median" are also values
on = (stat == "+large") # a boolean, true where +large
on = on.where(on) # turn that into a Selection array
# get the off chops
off = (stat == "-large")
off = off.where(off)
# now plot the selected data
p=PlotXY(myframe.getWave(8,12)[on],myframe.getSignal(8,12)[on])
p.addLayer(LayerXY(myframe.getWave(8,12)[off],myframe.getSignal(8,12)[off])

You can also look up the Frames and PacsCubes classes in the PACS DRM to see what methods that
work with the Status within these products are available. And if you completely extract the Status
from a Frames (>status=myframe.getStatus()), the PACS DRM entry for the PacsStatus class should
be consulted to see what methods you can use there.

2.3.3. BlockTable and MasterBlockTable
The BlockTable is used more for spectroscopy than it is for photometry, although both types of data
have this.

2.3.3.1. Photometry
To Be Written

2.3.3.2. Spectroscopy
The BlockTable is a listing of the blocks of your Frames and PacsCubes. In the spectroscopy pipeline
we slice our data according to a (mainly) astronomical logic (pointing, wavelength, etc.: see the PDRG
chap. 3) therefore, as well as the BlockTables of the individual slices of the slicedFrames or slicedCubes, there is a MasterBlockTable that is a concatenation of the individual BlockTables of all the
slices.
Blocks are groups of data, following an instrument and/or astronomical logic: for example two grating
scans will be two blocks, and two pointings in a raster will be two blocks. The data themselves are
not organised in this block structure, the BlockTable rather creates pointers to the data so that tasks
can identify where the blocks are simply by querying with the BlockTable. It also gives a handy
overview of your observation. Blocks are created in and used by the pipeline, for example the task
"detectCalibrationBlock" creates the block containing only the data of the calibration sources.
To find the BlockTable to look at it, open your Frames or PacsCube with the Observation Viewer, or
look at them in the Outline panel (right-click to get a menu of viewers). You will see the BlockTable
in the "directory" listing (see Sec. 2.2). To see the MasterBlockTable for a slicedFrames you do the
same. If you select the Dataset inspector to view the BlockTable you will see this:
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Figure 2.9. BlockTable of a Frames

Many of the BlockTable columns come directly from the Status, and so can be similarly understood.
If you hover with the cursor over the column titles, a banner explanation wil pop up. The BlockTable
entries are:
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Table 2.5. BlockTable columns

Name

Description

Band

spectral band

CalSource

0,1,2 for neither, calsource 1, calsource 2

ChopperPlateau

taken from the Status table

Description

explanation of keyword

DMSActive

DecMec sequence active? 0=no 1=yes

Filter

filter

FramesNo

slice number, the Frames number in the slicedFrames that this block comes from

GenericOnOffSource

0=not science, 1=on, 2=off, -1=not defined (i.e.
the block has chopping, so both on and off are included)

GPRMin/Max

smallest and largest grating position

Id

keyword describing this block

index

a simple counter

IsOutOfField

true=out of field

LineDescription

line description taken from the Meta data

LineId

line identification number (a simple counter)

Min/MaxWave

smallest and largest wavelength

NodCycleNum

nod cycle number

NoddingPosition

0=none, 1=A, 2=B

NrIdx

number of indices in this block

Obcp

on board control procedure number

OffSource1/2

first and second off-source position label (some
AOTs have 2 off postions)

OnSource

on-source position label

Raster

raster number

RasterColumn/LineNum

raster column and line numbers

Repetition

repetition cycle number (used in photometry)

ResLen

reset length (number of resets that fed into each
readout)

ScanDir

scanning direction (0,1)

Start/EndFineTime

start and end FINETIME of this block

Start/EndIdx

starting/end index of this block

WaSwitch

wavelength switching active or not

In the MasterBlockTable, be aware that, per block, the StartIdx and EndIdx entries are relative to the
slice that is that block. The FramesNo entry contains the slice numbers relative to the whole Frames
product.
To use the [Master]BlockTable to query your data you can use the following examples (more examples
will be added at a later date):
# get listing of all columns of the BlockTable of a Frames
# and the MasterBlockTable of a slicedFrames
print myframe.blockTable
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print slicedFrames.masterBlockTable
# extract the BlockTable from a Frames
block=myframe.getBlockTable()
# extract raster information from it
col=block.getRasterColumnNumber()
line=block.getRasterLineNumber()
# select col and line 1
sel=col.where((col == 1) & (line == l))
list=sel.toInt1d() # move to integer array
# now select those blocks
myframe_sub=myframe.select(myframe.getBlockSelection(list,None))
# Two ways to get a listing of a BlockTable column
# List of all the raster line number
line=block.getRasterLineNumber()
# list of the unique raster line numbers
line=UNIQ(myframe.getBlockTable()["RasterLineNumber"].data)
# by far the easiest way to select from a slicedFrames or slicedCubes
# is the pipeline helper task "selectSlices" (see PDRG, e.g.:
lineId
= []
wavelength = 63.5
rasterLine = []
rasterCol
= []
nodPosition = ""
nodCycle
= []
sCubes = selectSlices(slicedCubes, lineId=lineId, wavelength=wavelength,
rasterLine=rasterLine,\
rasterCol=rasterCol, nodPosition=nodPosition, nodCycle=nodCycle, verbose=0)
# Manual examples:
# Get the raster column numbers from a slicedFrames
nodSlicesCol = slicedFrames.getMasterBlockTable().getRasterColumnNumber()
# select on it, e.g.:
select=nodSlicesCol.where(nodSlicesCol == 2)
select=select.toInt1d()
i = select[0] # and etc for the other elements of "select"
newSlicedFrames = slicedFrames.refs[i].product
# get the frame numbers, with a slightly different syntax to the above
framenum=slicedFrames.getMasterBlockTable()["FramesNo"].data

See also the PDRG for some examples of interacting with the MasterBlockTable to select slices from
a slicedFrames, although with the pipeline task "selectSlices" you no longer really need to follow such
an example (or many of the examples above).
You can look up the Frames and PacsCubes classes in the PACS DRM to see what methods that work
with the BlockTables are available. And if you completely extract the BlockTable from a Frames
(>status=myframe.getBlockTable()), the PACS DRM entry for the ObcpBlockTable class should be
consulted to see what methods you can use there.

2.4. Masks
Masks are a way to avoid having to remove bad data-points; instead of removing or replacing the data
we flag them as "bad". This can be done any number of times, so in the pipelines we have tasks that
create individual mask datasets which flag data for glitches, for saturation, or because they were taken
while parts of the instrument were still moving. So, for example, any one datapoint can be flagged
as being bad for saturation but good for glitches. An individual mask is a data array with the same
amount of storage as the array of the science data, so a mask holds a state for every science data value.
If the data is 3D, then the masks are also 3D. The only masks that are 2D are those that mask out whole
pixels, this being mainly the BADPIXEL and NOISYPIXELS masks. The masks generally have selfexplanatory names, and the mask state values are 1=True for bad data, is masked, and all others are
0=good, not masked.
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The whole group of masks that are created (by the pipeline or by you) are held in the "Mask" container
of a Frames or PacsCube. In this way we differ to SPIRE and HIFI in our handling of masks.
Various pipeline tasks create masks (which tasks these are are explained in the PDRG and the pipeline
scripts, and you can consult the task URM entries to learn more). Other tasks will simply propagate
them. If the data are changed in dimensions, then the masks are propagated to the new datapoints, and
the bad-flagged data will not have been included in the calculations.
Some tasks need to know what masks they should take into account. This will all have been explained
to you in the pipeline scripts and the PDRG. In some cases you mention the mask to consider as a
parameter in the task call, this is done mainly in the photoemetry pipeline. For spectroscopy we use
the concept of a MasterMask. This is a collapse of all the "active" masks contained in your Frames or
PacsCube. The task activateMasks is used to activate the masks you want to consider, and at the same
time (by default) deactivates all others (see the PDRG and the pipeline scripts or the URM entries
for activate[deactivate]Masks to learn more). Hence you can chose which masks to include in your
pipeline processing, and this way you can also create your own masks and have them considered.
Note that for spectroscopy, currently the subsequent PacsRebinnedCube and SpectralSimpleCube (that
is the projected cube) do not have any masks.

2.4.1. Masks created by the pipelines
The masks that are created by the pipeline, for photometry and spectroscopy, are:
• BLINDPIXELS: pixel masked out by the DetectorSelectionTable, so applied already at Level 0.
(This mask may be blank).
• BADPIXELS: bad pixel masked during pipeline processing (specFlagBadPixelsFrames; photFlagBadPixels)
• SATURATION: entire saturated pixels or individual saturated readouts, found by the task specFlatSaturationFrames; photFlagSaturation.
• RAWSATURATION: spectroscopy only. If the central detector pixel is saturated for a readout, then
this mask is set to 1 for all pixels for that time-point, as a warning that "the central pixel is saturated
here, maybe the other pixels are also". This is also created by the task specFlagSaturationFrames,
but the reason that it looks at the central pixel only is because it is only for this pixel that the data
are downlinked from Herschel in "raw" format, rather than "fit" format (i.e. 32 readouts, of units
counts, rather than 1 readout, of unit counts/s). Saturation is easier to spot in these data; this is
explained better in the PDRG.
• GLITCH: spectroscopy only. Readouts/signals affected by glitches (cosmic rays), and detected with
the task specFlagGlitchFramesQtest.
• OUTLIERS: spectroscopy only. Masking of outliers of the PacsCubes. This differs from the
GLITCH mask in that the task that create the OUTLIERS operates along the wavelength dimension,
rather than the time dimension.
• UNCLEANCHOP: masking of unreliable readouts/signals taken during chopper transitions (i.e.
taken while the chopper was still moving) by the task flagChopMoveFrames. With photometry the
task is called cleanPlateauFrames and is used only in the chop-nod pipeline.
• GRATMOVE: spectroscopy only. Masking of readouts/signals taken during grating movements:
flagGratMoveFrames.
• NOISYPIXELS: noisy pixels mask is added by the task specFlagBadPixelsFrames, a warning mask
based on an on-ground testing of the detectors.
You can see what masks you have by looking at your Frames or PacsCube with a Product viewer.
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2.4.2. Interacting with Masks on the command line
Here we explain how to work with already-existing masks. We introduce the syntax of querying,
inspecting, and manipulating masks, but we do not explain how you go about creating a specfic mask
to do a specific job in the pipeline—that is explained in the pipeline scripts and the PDRG. Note:
working with masks requires that you start to learn something about classes and how to work with
them in HIPE, so you will need to be comfortable with reading about software. For spectroscopy please
also see Sec. 3.3), which introduces the use of the Spectrum Explorer for editing masked data-points.
Masks are effectively held as arrays of Booleans and there are a number methods that can be applied
to them. A full listing of these software methods can be found in the PACS DRM. If you are working
with a Frames or PacsCubes product you need to consult their entries to see what methods for working
with masks are provided for these classes.
To extract the masks:
masks = myframe.getMask() # get all the masks
mask = myframe.getMask("GLITCH") # get a single mask
print mask.dimensions # how big is it
mask = myframe.getMask("GLITCH")[8,12,:] # one way to get the mask for a single
pixel
mask = myframe.getMask("GLITCH")[8,12,45:67] # and only for a range of readouts

The first extracts the entire Mask extension, creating an AMask class object (which is also a Mask
class object, and to work with these classes you can look them up in the PACS DRM). The second
extracts the dataset of a single mask, and the class of product created is a Bool3d. The fourth and fifth
show you one way how to extract the mask for a single pixel for all or for only certain readouts.

2.4.2.1. Accessing and Modifying Mask datasets on the command
line
(GUI-based methods will be explained later).
Access to boolean mask data. We access a Saturation mask of the Frames product
1. check which masks are available
print frames.getMaskNames()
# ["BLINDPIXELS","BADPIXELS","SATURATION","UNCLEANCHOP","NonScience"]
2. access the mask array
sat = frames.getMaskArray("SATURATION")
3. let's see what we've got
print sat
# 3 dimensional mask SATURATION
description: Saturated pixels
dimensions: [32,64,10107]
print sat.getClass()
# herschel.pacs.signal.mask.Mask3d
4. let's access some data
- the whole timeline of pixel 2, 6
whole_timeline = sat[2,6,:].dimensions
- the mask at time index 10000
mask_10000 = sat[:,:,10000]
- the indices, where pixel 4 and 7 are true
true_indices = sat[4,7,:].where(sat[4,7,:] == 1)
- the whole 3d data cube as Bool3d
sat_b3d = sat.get()
print sat_b3d.getClass()
# herschel.ia.numeric.Bool3d
5. As a contrast, let's look at a 2d-mask
badp = frames.getMaskArray("BADPIXELS")
print badp
# 2 dimensional mask BADPIXELS
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description: A mask for the unreponsive or high noise pixels
dimensions: [32,64]
print badp.getClass()
# herschel.pacs.signal.mask.Mask2d
print badp[3,5]
# 0 = false
print badp[:,:,8] #THIS WILL NOT WORK, THE MASK IS 2-dimensional!
6. Now, we also want to change data
- replace the whole 3d mask of the saturated pixels
dim = sat.dimensions
sat[:,:,:] = 1
- replace the mask at time index 10000
sat[:,:,10000] = 1

2.4.2.2. Methods to handle general mask functionality
I.e. methods that will work for all PACS products that have masks. We give examples for the Frames
product only.
1. add a new mask and a new 2d mask. submit a maskname and a freestyle description.
upon initialistion the mask should be set to 0=false everywhere
frames.addMask("MyMask", "My mask contains the result of my private glitch
detector.")
frames.add2DMask("My2DMask", "...")
- check whether that mask is there
print frames.containsMask("MyMask") #prints true (=1) or false (=0)
Setting the values in the mask will have to be done by you either using method 6.
in the examples above, or by using such methods within your own script
2. check the mask status (available, active)
print frames.getMaskNames() #prints a list of all available masks
print frames.getActiveMaskNames() #prints only the activated mask names
print frames.getDeactiveMaskNames() #the complement
3. deactivate 2 masks so they do not get into the Master mask
frames.setActive(String1d(["MyMask", "My2DMask"]), 0)
4. merge a number of masks into a new mask with the name "Pipelinemasks"
merges three masks into a new mask with the name Pipelinemasks.
the masks in the list will neither be removed nor deactivated
print frames.getContributions("Pipelinemasks") #which masks have been used to
compose Pipelinemask
frames.mergeMasks(String1d(["BADPIXELS", "SATURATION", "UNCLEANCHOP"]),
"Pipelinemasks")
master = frames.getMasterArray() #returns a MaskArray which merges all active masks
5. apply a mask to data. these methods allow one to apply the 1d-mask of a detector
pixel
to any 1-dataset. Apply means either return only the values of the 1d-dataset
where
the mask is true, or return the values where the mask is false.
Example: to plot only the valid signal values for detector pixel 4,6 you need to
get
the entire signal and then the good values, and you can then overplot these
Double1d arrays
using PlotXY
sig = frames.signal[4,6,:]
valid_sig = frames.getUnmaskedValues("Master", 4, 6, 0, sig)
- If you want to plot, you need also indices:
x_values = frames.getUnmaskedValues("Master", 4, 6, 0, Int1d.range(dim[2]))
- The complementary function that returns the masked values (where the mask is
true):
inv_sig = frames.getMaskedValues("Master", 4, 6, 0, sig)
-

The
the
the
the

methods getMasked/Unmased Values have 5 parameters:
name of one mask or a String1d with masknames
detector row
detector column
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- the starting timeindex. usually this is 0, if you want to analyse the whole
timeline,
but you can start anywhere. this start value starts the analysis in the mask
timeline.
the submitted data array is used from the first to the last value
- the data array that the mask will be applied to
5. remove a mask
frames.removeMask("MyMask") #no warning, no safety. It will simply disappear

As well as working on the masks themselves, as BooleanXd arrays, we have told you that you can work
with them via the Frames or PacsCubes products (e.g. print frames.getMask() to get a print listing of
all masks, or mask=frames.getMask("GLITCH") returns a Bool3d array). There are also specialised
methods of the type of getUnmaskedValues(...) that we have in the examples above:
getUnmaskedIndices("Maskname", row, col)
getUnmaskedStatus("Maskname", "StatusParameterID", row, col)
getUnmaskedSignal("Maskname", row, col)
getUnmaskedWave("Maskname", row, col)

When should one go via the Frames and when via the mask directly? There are these two routes
because working via the Frames or PacsCubes was a functionality requested by the astronomers, and
the names of the methods are more intuitive: getMask("Maskname") is really convenient and gets the
whole mask as Bool3d. So this would be sufficient if the masks were not, in fact, boolean but binary
(they only look boolean to us). This means that every time a boolean value is requested, a conversion
from binary to boolean occurs; this slows your code down, and that is not so good for pipeline tasks!
If you really need the whole 3d mask dataset, store it like this:
sat_mask_cube = frames.getMask("Saturation")

and work with sat_mask_cube instead of re-accessing frames. This is most efficient way to access
masks. That is especially true if you are looping over a subset of the masks in a script. But, at the end
of the day you have to try the various routes and see which you prefer.
Exporting as FITS: note that when you export a PACS product containing masks to a FITS file, the
masks are no longer booleans, but binary. So they are not filled with 0 and 1, but numbers. If you are
simply exporting to read the data back into HIPE at a later date, that is fine. But if you want to use
other software, you should first convert the masks to booleans using the following methods:
convertMask2Boolean(String maskname)
#or
convertMasks2Boolean() # do all of them
#e.g.
frame.convertMask2Boolean("GLITCH")

you then get a new layer in your product called BooleanMasks rather than Masks. If you used this
method when exporting your data, and then read those back into HIPE, you need to do a little resynchronisation of binary to boolean:
frames.getMaskArray("Maskname").set(!BooleanArray)

Note
as used in this chapter, X for a pixel follows the "row" direction (e.g. as seen when inspecting data with the MaskViewer) and Y follows the "column" direction. There are 18
Xs and 25 Ys.
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2.5. The GUIs for interacting with PACS products (Masks also)
At present there is only one GUI that will work on photometry and spectroscopy, and that is the PACS
Product Viewer (PPV), also know as the MaskViewer. You can call it up with a right-click on a Frames
(only) product. It will present you with an image like this (photometry will look very similar):

Figure 2.10. Pacs Product Viewer on a spectroscopy Frames

At the top you see a layout of the detector with colour-coded values, from which you can select pixels
to see the time-line spectrum of below. In the middle is a (time-line) scroll-bar. Above that is a mask
selection box. If you select from the Masks list, you will see in the plot below the data-points that are
so-masked turn red (the red dots may be small, so look carefully), and at the top the pixels for which
the masked data are the current readout/time-point will also be outlined in red. The current readout is
selected with the scroll-bar, and a yellow circle will follow the scroll-bar movements in the plot below.
The "autoscale" button is to help with the colour gradient in the detector view. At the very bottom of
the PPV you can select some Status parameters to overplot on the spectrum. Finally, if you select the
"collapse mask" radio button, you will see data-points highlighted in red that are masked for anything.
You can also edit masks with the PPV.
1. Mask or unmask all values of a pixel timeline: Click the pixel in the detector array, so it gets selected.
Then right-click the pixel and choose from the drop down menu either "set selection as masked"
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or "set selection as unmasked". This will toggle the mask state of the whole timeline. Please note
that this is the only manipulation available for 2-dimensional masks.
2. Select values from a timeline and mask/unmask them: Click a pixel in the detector array and move
the mouse to the signal timeline plot. Press the shift button on your keyboard. The mouse cursor
will get a "+" to indicate that a drag will add a selection of data-points. Drag a rectangle with the
mouse. All values within the rectangle will get selected (and color coded in yellow). If you need
to edit the selection, please hold down the alt-button on your keyboard. A "-" sign at the mouse
cursor will indicate that if you drag a new rectangle, all previously selected values within the new
rectangle will get deselected. Finally, hold the shift again and right-click in the plot. Choose one
of the two masking options offered:

Figure 2.11. Editing masks with the PPV

For spectroscopy masks can also be edited within the Spectrum Explorer: see Sec. 3.3.
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Chapter 3. PACS spectroscopy
3.1. Introduction
For PACS spectroscopy we explain here the following:
• Explanation of the pipeline tasks that were too long to fit in the URM. To Be Written
• PACS spectroscopy product viewers, provided to help you visualise and interact with your spectra
(including edting masks).
• Issues that you need to know when working with point sources. To Be Continued
• Issues that you need to know when working with extended sources. To Be Continued
• Combining PACS and SPIRE spectra. To Be Continued
What we do not explain here is are the pipelines themselves. For this you need to see the PACS Data
Reduction Guide (PDRG). You will also need to see Chap. 2 to learn about the PACS product layout,
the Masks, the Status table and BlockTable, the Meta data, and the PACS product (a.k.a. Mask) viewer.

3.2. Pipeline tasks
The main source of information about the pipeline tasks is the URM. Here we include only pipeline
issues that are too long to fit in the URM. To Be Written.

3.3. PACS spectroscopy product viewers
Here we describe the PACS-specific parts of the Spectrum Explorer (DAG). The other PACS product
GUI is the PACS Product Viewer, which is explained in Sec. 2. The PPV allows you to inspect your
data plotted versus readout (i.e. time) for each detector pixel, for photometry and spectroscopy Frames
products, and with this GUI you can do some manual data-point masking. With the SE you plot the
data versus wavelength instead, and you can do this for Frames and the various PACS cube products.
The SE can be used on any number of PACS and non-PACS products, it is intended to allow you to
look at the spectra of your cubes and to give access to the various "toolboxes" that work on spectral
products (e.g. the SpecrumFitter GUI: see chap. 5 of the DAG). For PACS products the SE interface
has some unique areas, and with the SE you can also edit your masked data-points. It is these aspects
of the SE we explain here. To learn more about the SE itself, you need to consult the DAG.
The SE works on the Frames, PacsCube, PacsRebinnedCube and the SpectralSimpleCube (projected
cube). The layout is more or less the same for all cubes, but presently the latter two cubes do not have
masks to edit so we will use the PacsCube as our example. We will then explain the few extra bits
you get when working on a Frames.
To call up the SE on your PacsCube, you do the ususal right-click on the product in the Variables
panel. When you do this the SE will open in the Editor panel:
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Figure 3.1. First view when opening the Spectrum Explorer on a PacsCube

It is advised to undock the tab because to see the plot, to use the toolboxes, to see the cube image from
which to select spectra, and to see the mask editing panels, you need a large window. Undock and
then you need to rearrange the GUI, first making it larger and pulling up what will become the central
divider, so you can see the cube image from which spaxels can be selected. Click on a spaxel to see
its spectrum (for a Frames or PacsCube it can take a good few seconds to plot and unplot spectra).
You will now see:

Figure 3.2. The SE GUI arranged to show all the panels

If you right click in the cube image you can access a menu of spaxel selections: clear, select a single
spaxel only, or select a spaxel region (rectangle: but don't use this mode because at present it is extremely slow and awkward to use). On the right is a panel in which you can chose to plot all or none
(i.e. clear) of the spaxels in one go, but be aware that for range spectra and certainly for a Frames
or PacsCubes, which are large products, plotting all the spaxels at once can be a very slow process.
Above that selection panel is one from which you can chose which block to display the spectra of
(from the selected spaxel): unselect the check marks to unselect a block, as by default all blocks are
displayed. The "id" listed in this select panel is taken from the BlockTable (Sec. 2.3.3), and will in
most cases include only different grating scans (up, down, up, down, etc.): this is because by this point
in the pipeline you will have sliced your observation on nod, wavelength (line, band), and raster position, so any one cube will contain spectra differering only on their grating scan direction and location
in the grating repetition requested. But if you use the SE on an early-in-the-pipeline Frames you may
see many more blocks offered.
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So you now have a spectrum displayed in the plot window. You can zoom in on a range either by
using the left-mouse button to draw a box on the plot, or by scrolling while the cursor is located within
the axis you want to zoom in on. You can use the central mouse button to pan along your axes (a
dragging motion).
To edit the masks you go to the panel called "Mask selection" on the left. First note that by default
all data that are masked are not shown, that is why all the check boxes in the left column of the Mask
selection panel are checked. If you want to see for example the GLITCHed datapoints, you should
uncheck that mask in that column (you will be un"Hiding" the data-points; a banner will tell you that
this button is for Hiding data). Now more data-points will appear in the plot, in the same colour as
the good data-points. To see which are the GLITCHed data-points you now need to check the box
in the right column, which banner will tell you is to "Highlight" the mask. The data points are now
plotted as red diamonds. If you now zoom in on parts of your spectrum, you will be able to see how
the masking has worked for your data.

Figure 3.3. Looking at the good and the GLITCHed datapoints

One quick warning: let us say you have plotted the spectrum of a single spaxel and it comes up in blue
dots, you have zoomed in, you have unselected the GLITCH mask in the Mask selection panel so you
can see the glitched data-points (left tick box), and you have selected the right tick box so you can see
these GLITCH masked data-points outlined with a red diamond. It is possible that you will see some
red diamonds that are not outlining a blue data-point, but are rather just red diamonds:

Figure 3.4. A zoom on the previous image
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The reason for this is that the red diamonds show the GLITCHed data-points and the blue dots show
the data that are good or are GLITCHed, but if a data-point has been flagged inside another mask,
then it will not show up as a blue dot, it will only show up as a red diamond. Hence, to see all the
GLITCHed data you do need to click to select to Highlight (right column in the Mask selection panel).
To edit single or small groups of datapoints you do the following:
1. Select in the SE a single spaxel to display the spectrum of in the plot above.
2. Zoom on the plot X and Y axis so you can nicely see the data-points.
3. Display the masked datapoints for a mask you wish to check—GLITCH in the image above—by
unselecting the left tick box (remove the tick) next to that mask in the Mask selection panel. Then
highlight the masked data-points by ticking the right box next to the mask. The data-points now
shown are red diamonds.
4. Right click in the plot panel and select, from the menu that appears, Tools#SelectPoints. If you do
not select this tool, then the next movement will see you zooming on the plot instead of selecting
points.
5. You can now use the right mouse button to draw a box around the point(s) you want to either mask
or unmask. If the datapoints you are selecting are already masked, then the next action will unmask
them, and vice versa. You can also click on a single point to select it alone, but you have to select
exactly so, and so drawing a box is easier. The data-points selected will be outlined in blue circles.
6. Now click the "Toggle" button at the bottom of the Mask selection box. This will do the following:
"points that were masked are now not masked" and "points that were not masked are now masked".
The data-points toggled will now appear in the colour/symbol appropriate to their new status.
7. You have now changed those datapoints. As soon as you toggle, you change! You can repeat actions 5 and 6 as often as you wish. You can also change your selection box before you Toggle
by simply redrawing the box around the previously-enboxed points. If you want to do any more
zooming, remember to right-click in the plot to access Tools#Zoom, otherwise your next mouse—
plot interaction will be the selection of another box rather than a zoom or pan.
Some warnings:
• If you are worried about messing up the mask editing, we recommend you save the PacsCube you
are working on first: >newcube=PacsCube.save(). Remember: as soon as you toggle, you change!
• You cannot toggle a data-point that is only a red diamond, it must be also a blue dot, i.e. you cannot
toggle a data-point that is only Highlighted, it must also be unHidden. We explained above under
what circumstances you will see a Highlighted red diamond that is not around a unHidden blue
data-point. If you want to toggle a data-point that you can only see as a red diamond, you will need
to unHide (unselect the left select button) for the other masks until you can see the data-point in blue.
• If you want to look for and flag bad data-points without careing what mask they belong to, you
may be tempted to simply look at the default displayed spectrum, as all the masked data are hidden
(all the left-column check boxes are checked), and start selecting points to toggle. Unfortunately,
you will only be able to select points, you will not be able to toggle. You need to toggle within
an already existing mask, so you do need to select a mask. You could, of course, always create a
new mask yourself (Sec. 2.4) and use that one for your data-point editing. (But then remember to
use it in the pipeline!)
It should be obvious that this way of manipulating masks is only useful if you are doing a small amount
of editing. For example, and as explained in the PDRG, in some cases very bright lines can be falsely
identified as being GLITCHed. Your options are to either ignore that mask altogether, or to go into the
SE and remove the mask for those bright lines. (You can do this just before rebinning the PacsCube to
turn it into a PacsRebinnedCube). But if you want to mask a whole mass of data, then you are better
off writing a script and following the examples in Sec. 2.4 to add your own mask.
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3.4. Working with point sources
A collection of material that those working on point sources will find useful. To Be Continued.

3.4.1. Spectrum Extraction for point sources
Here we describe a task to perform spectrum extraction for point sources. The task is a prototype, so
although it works it is still undergoing improvements. It can be found in your HIPE installation in src/
herschel/pacs/toolboxes/spg and is called SpectrumExtractionTask.java.
In the pipeline scripts that are provided via HIPE (Pipeline menu) there is also a task to extract the
spectrum of a single spaxel and apply the point source correction (extractSpaxelSpectrum followed
by pointSourceLossCorrection). We will discuss the differences between these tasks.

3.4.1.1. How SpectrumExtraction works
In essence this task extracts the spectra from all 25 spaxels, and combines them weighting each by the
PSF (point spread function). It will work for a raster of cubes, e.g. if you observe a point source in a
dither pattern, and it will combine all the cubes at once.

Assumptions and limitations
• The input to this task is a list of cubes, appropriate particularly for observations of a source done in
a dither pattern (e.g. 3 pointings with an offset of 2 arcsec between each), although mathematically
it will work just as well on any other raster observation, as long as there is some level of overlap
between the rasters. The cubes should be organised such that the central cube, the central "slice"
of the list, is also the one that is pointed directly on the source. If there is an even number of slices,
it takes the first of the central two slices. Locating the central position from the RA and Dec, rather
than the position in the list, will be one of the improvements to the task.
• The task assumes that the point source is centred in the central spaxel of the central cube "slice".
Allowing for sources centered in another spaxels will be another of the improvements to the task.
• If a point source is not centred in a spaxel (any spaxel) then the spectral lines develop a skew to
their profiles. This needs to be corrected for before any spaxel-spectra can be combined. Such a
correction is being worked on, and will be one of the improvements of the task. So while this task
does not need the observation to have a perfect pointing, it does not yet correct for the effects on the
spectra of a non-perfect pointing. Note that if your input cube list is from a dither pattern observation
on a point source, then in some of the cubes the point source will definitely not be centrally located
in the spaxel, and these spectra will have some degree of skew. (For offsets of a 2 arcseconds or
less, this skew is not very noticable.)
• The task is optimised for LineScan or short RangeScan AOTs, i.e. datasets with a short spectral
range (a few micrometers). If you have a full SED or spectra covering a wide wavelength range
then you should not use this task. The reason for this is that only one PSF is used—a PSF close
to the wavelength of your dataset—and no extrapolation of the PSF between wavelengths is made.
We are considering improving this task to allow for wider wavelength ranges.
• The PSF image that is used is larger than the PACS FoV and has a fine pixel sampling. However,
the task only considers the part of the PSF that has the same total footprint as the PACS integral
field unit, i.e. roughly a square of 47' by 47'. The task therefore assumes that the PSF area is this 47'
by 47'. Accounting for the parts of the PSF that are outside the PACS FoV will be an improvement
of the task.

Inputs
The task requires a ListContext of cubes of class PacsRebinnedCube: the output of the pipeline task
specWaveRebin, followed by specAddNodCubes for chop-nod datasets (see the PDRG Chap. 3 for
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more information about running the Level 1 to 2 part of the chop-nod pipeline), or followed by specAverageCubes and then creating the difference cube for unchopped datasets (see the PDRG Chap. 3). All
the cubes in the ListContext must be of the same wavelength range (as the pipeline produces), they
can only vary in raster pointing.
The other input is the PSF as a SimpleImage. These will be made available for you on a public website;
if you need one right now, contact the helpdesk.

Outputs
Three Spectrum1d class spectra are output: the average spectrum, the median spectrum and the sigma-clipped median spectrum.

What it does
Here is an explanation of how the task works. This explanation does not follow strictly the order that
the code does, but it does tell you everything that it does.
1. Construct a wavelength grid. As the cubes are PacsRebinnedCubes they have already been rebinned
according to a chosen wavelength grid (the pipeline task wavelengthGrid; you can consult its PACS
URM entry to learn more about this task). This task therefore takes that grid. This information is
held as a list of wavelengths—short edge, centre, long edge—for each bin of the grid. This grid is
wavelength dependent because the resolving power of PACS varies with wavelength (although for
very short wavelength ranges you will hardly notice this).
Note that because only one wavelength grid is constructed, all the cubes in the input ListContext
should be of the same wavelength range. This is what the pipeline produces.
Then, for each wavelength layer in the grid it does the next points:
2. It corrects for jumps in the RA if your field of view crosses over from 360 to 0 degrees.
3. In PacsRebinnedCubes, each spaxel actually has an array of RA and Dec attached—one for each
wavelength (why will be explained in this guide sometime soon)—so the task averages these, to
have just one RA and Dec for each spaxel (for all wavelengths). It then computes the corners of
each spaxel, so their shapes are known. This implicitly includes the effect of position angle.
4. The task takes the source coordinates from the central spaxel of the central cube slice of the ListContext. This is one of the assumptions of the task (see above), namely that the source is centred
in this spaxel and in this cube slice. The RA, Dec offsets of the other cube slices (due to a raster or
dither pattern of observing) are then computed from the offsets of their central spaxels from these
source coordinates.
5. Then, for each spaxel of each cube, it computes the area on the PSF image of that spaxel's footprint.
This is done for each wavelength layer, and these values become the weight array, over wavelength,
for each spaxel of each cube. When doing this it assumes that the source in the central cube "slice" is
centered at the peak of the PSF, and then all other cubes are offset by an amount that was previously
calculated (point 4). It considers the PSF to have the same total area as the PACS FoV, i.e. roughly
47' by 47' for each cube, i.e. currently it ignores the rest of the PSF. Normalising of the spaxel-PSFareas is done when the spectra are combined (i.e. we divide by the total weight at the end).
6. The spectra can now be extracted, as we have now a list of wavelengths, fluxes, and weights for
each spaxel for each cube slice. The algorithm to combine and create an average spectrum is:
(flux array * weight array) / #weight array
where this operates for each wavelength point. The task also creates a median spectrum, created by
sorting the arrays in order of increasing flux, and the flux value at half the total weight is then the
median flux. The third spectrum created is a sigma-clipped median, where the median is calculated
after clipping the data at a value of 3# (deviation from the median), iterating three times.
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Voilà.

3.4.1.2. How to run SpectrumExtraction
In HIPE you run the task like this:
# setup
from herschel.pacs.toolboxes.spg import SpectrumExtractionTask
task=SpectrumExtractionTask()
# get the average and run the task at the same time
average = task(cube=slicedRebinnedCube, psf=PSF60)
# get the median spectrum from the just-run task
median = task.median
# and get the median-sigma clipped spectrum
sigmaClipped = task.sigmaClipped

where "slicedRebinnedCube" is an example of a PacsRebinnedCube ListContext (such as is created
in the pipeline for chop-nod datasets) and "PSF60" is an example of the PSF at 60µm (at present you
need to ask the helpdesk to get these PSF files). The output spectra are of class Spectrum1d.

3.5. Working with extended sources
At present there is little to say about extended sources. The pipeline task specProject is used to (i)
mosaic together a raster/dither pattern of (overlapping) cubes, and (ii) to rebin the data spatially to
spaxels of another (user-chosen) size. The SpectralSimpleCubes that this task creates, however, are
not of the same science quality as the preceeding PacsRebinnedCubes, because this task was intended
only to create browse-quality results. We are working on a task that will do the same jobs using the
drizzle algorithm (as used on HST data). When that task has been completed, it will be explained here.

3.6. Combining PACS and SPIRE spectra
In this section we discuss combining PACS and SPIRE spectra. This is a topic we are only just beginning to address, so this section will become longer with time. Details on the actual combining of the
PACS and SPIRE data are in the HCSS-general document Data Analysis Guide (here), which can be
found on the HIPE help page, and it is there so that that both PACS and SPIRE users have access to the
documentation. Here we explain the PACS-specific parts of the combining of PACS and SPIRE data.
Combing PACS and SPIRE spectra makes most sense if you have long stretches of spectra (i.e. SEDs).
One thing to bear in mind, however, is that the spectral overlap between the two instruments is very
small, and moreover the overlap region in the PACS spectrum is affected by light leak (order contamination: as described in the PACS Observer's Manual: see the Herschel Science Centre web-pages).
With the current pipeline these light-leak affected regions are incorrectly calibrated—the continuum
and any line fluxes. Hence, there is actually no scientific-grade overlap between the two instruments.
But this situation will improve with time.
When combining SPIRE spectra with PACS you have to consider the very different spaxel and beam
sizes of the two instruments, as well as their different flux and wavelength units. We have begun by
working only with point sources which have been corrected by the PACS and SPIRE point-source
correction factors, so the different spaxel and beam sizes should not matter. The flux units must be
Jansky and the X-axis units can be GHz, cm-1, or µm.
If you want one continuous SED, from 50 to 500µm, then you need two PACS observations, giving
you four spectra in total (two blue and two red). The two SPIRE bands are covered in a single observation. Therefore, you will need to gather together the (up to) four PACS spectra and the two SPIRE
spectra before combining. We have elected to have separate PACS and SPIRE tasks that will place the
different spectra into Spectrum1d products, one PACS and one SPIRE, where the different bands are
distinguished by their segment number (see the SaDM chap. 2 for more on the Spectrum1d product).
The tasks we have provided to do this will also add appropriate Meta data to the Spectrum1d products,
so you can see, and identify the source of, all your bands by simply opening the Product viewer and
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the Spectrum Explorer on your Specrum1d products. After combining the various PACS spectra into
a single spectrum, and the various SPIRE spectra into a single spectrum, the two are then combined
into a single spectrum.

3.6.1. Point sources
We begin with point sources—extended sources will be considered at a later date.
If you are combining PACS and SPIRE spectra we assume it is because you wish to check, at a
minimum, that the spectra are calibrated to match each other. Given the different sizes of the PACS
and SPIRE spaxels, as well as their different beam-sizes, this is not so straightforward to do. However,
for point sources the job is easier. If your source is a point then the PACS and SPIRE spectra should
line up, after you have extracted the full spectrum of the point. Hence, for the PACS spectrum we
recommend you do the following on the PacsRebinnedCube (i.e. the pipeline product after the task
specAddNodCubes):
slice = 0
spaxelX, spaxelY = 2,2
centralSpectrum = extractSpaxelSpectrum(slicedRebinnedCubes, slice=slice, \
spaxelX=spaxelX, spaxelY=spaxelY)
centralSpectrum = pointSourceLossCorrection(centralSpectrun, calTree=calTree)

These tasks are all documented in the pipeline scripts for point sources. The first task extracts the
spectrum from the central spaxel (2,2) for the first slice/cube of the slicedRebinnedCubes, and the
second applies the point source loss correction to that spectrum. How this works is documented in the
PDRG and in the URM entries for the tasks. Now you have a spectrum that should contain all the flux
of the point source. The class of product these tasks produce is SimpleSpectrum.
Next we offer a script that will allow you to flag out (i.e. set as bad) certain regions of the PACS
spectra. You do not have to do this, but it is worth flagging as bad the edges of the spectra, where
the bandpasses are low, and the ends where there is order contamination. The task to do this works
like this:
centralSpectrum=cleanPacsSpectrum(spectrum=centralSpectrum, good=[]\
vis=False)

where vis means "produce plots showing what I have flagged", good (e.g. good=[40.,50.,60.,70.])
is a PyList of short and long wavelength regions that you know are good, and hence will be given a
flag value of 0. The default is to flag out the regions that are shown as being bad in the Observer's
Manual, so if you do not specify a good then that flagging will be done. Finally, spectrum is the
input. Note that the input and output can have the same name. The script that does this is a jython
function, it is not yet a task that has been incorporated into HIPE. Below we tell you where to find
this and the other scripts.
After cleaning you then will make a PyList of the spectra ("centralSpectrum" here) that you want to
include when combining with SPIRE. You then feed that list into another jython function to create
a single Spectrum1d output:
spectra=[]
spectra.append(centralSpectrumB1)
spectra.append(centralSpectrumB2)
spectra.append(centralSpectrumR1)
spectra.append(centralSpectrumR2)
allPacsSpectra=pacsSpectraIntoS1d(spectra)

There are no other parameters in pacsSpectraIntoS1d. Finally, you will get your SPIRE spectrum, here
called allSpireSpectra, which has also been point source corrected and is of class Spectrum1d, and
you can combine the two with:
combinedSpec = combinePacsSpireSingleSpectrum(pacs=allPacsSpectra,
spire=allSpireSpectra,\
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fluxunit="Jansky", waveunit="micrometer")

The allowed fluxunit at present is only "Jansky", and for the waveunit you can have "GHz", "micron", or "cm-1".
The scripts can be found on the Herschel public wiki page: here. There we also show you how to load
the scripts into memory so you can run them. After running this task you can load "allPacsSpectra"
and "combinedSpec" into the Spectrum Explorer to look at them.
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Chapter 4. PACS Photometry
standard data processing
4.1. Introduction
This chapter describes the standard processing steps for the different photometry observation modes
of the PACS instrument. For every step it gives a rough algorithm (optimizations of complexity are
beyond the scope of this document) and calibration tables that are needed as input. The different
intermediate conceptual formats of the PACS photometry data throughout the reduction are described
as well.

4.2. Used Masks
The following Masks are used by default during Pipeline processing, additional masks can be added
by the user when necessary:
BLINDPIXEL
BADPIXEL
SATURATION
GLITCH
UNCLEANCHOP

:
:
:
:
:

Pixel masked out by the DetectorSelectionTable (already in Level 0)
Bad Pixel masked during pipeline processing
Saturated Readouts
Glitched Readouts
Flagging unreliable signals at the begin and end of a ChopperPlateau

All the masks created by the pipeline are 3D masks. This is true even for the cases when it is not
necessary such as in the BLINDPIXEL, BADPIXEL and UNCLEANCHOP masks. Moreover all the
masks are boolean: unmasked pixels are saved as FALSE and masked pixels are saved as TRUE. Be
careful that the DatasetInspector in jide and the Editor in hipe are not able to properly transform a
boolean mask into integer mask. Due to this bug, the table shown by the jide DatasetInspector and the
hipe Editor for each mask has wrong dimension. Only the MaskViewer is able to properly display the
masks (see section 10.6.6.2 for details about the use of the MaskViewer).

4.3. Level 0 to Level 0.5
We assume that the reader is starting the data reduction from Level 0 Products. Tasks and procedures
related to creation of pools from telemetry files or from database need a deeper knowledge of the
system and are included at the end of this chapter. The PACS Photometer pipeline is composed of
tasks written in java and jython. In this section we explain the individual steps of the pipeline up to
Level 0.5. Up to this product level the data reduction is AOT independent. The only AOT dependent
task executed in this part of the data reduction is the CleanPlateau task, which is executed only for
chopped observations (Point-Source, Small source and Chopped Raster AOT).

4.3.1. The second step, understanding what there is
in the observation: findBlocks (jython prototype available)
>> outFrames = findBlocks(inFrames)
outFrames : Frames : Frames out
inFrames : Frames : Frames in

This task is not essential for the data reduction. We can reduce the data even without executing the task
findblock. However, we suggest to execute this task just after getting the data to understand what there
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is in the dataset. The result of this task is a table, called BlockTable, containing info about the structure
of the observation: how many calibration blocks were executed during the observation, how many
chop-nod cycles or scan legs are contained in the data, etc. Basically, the BlockTable summarizes per
observation block several info already contained, per readout, in the Status Table. This info can help
us in checking if the data contains the observation as we have designed it, to select just part of the
observation for a preliminary data reduction, to slice the data as we desire, etc.

Figure 4.1.

The figure above shows a BlockTable example for a chopped observation, in particular a point-source
AOT. The main ingredient of the BlockTable is the OBCP/DMC number (first column in the example
above). This number identifies what PACS photometer is doing for a given time, that is between the
time indexes StartIdx and EndIdx of our observation. A verbal translation of the OBCP/DMC number
is given in the Id and Description columns. For instance, we can easily see in which part the observation
the calibration block was executed (id="PHOT_CHOP_CS"), or when the PACS photometer is preparing itself fo the next command (Id="OBCP and DMC preparation" or Id="Undefined") and when the
real scientific data are taken and the first chopper sequence is executed (Id="PHOT_CHOP_TRG_1").
Satellite pointing information/mode (staring, nod-position A or B, raster point M-N, scan leg number,
tracking, hold position, etc.) can also be included in the BlockTable if findBlockd is executed after
the execution of the AddInstantPointing task which adds the pointing information to the frames class.
Typical AOT observations might contain several OBCPs and some of the OBCPs might be executed
many times within one AOT observation (as in the example above). A block contained in a given
OBCP/DMC sequence might correspond to different labels. In some cases a change in label does
not necessarily mean a change in chopper position, e.g. see below, block 2 in OBCP 04 "chopper
photometry sequence on target" can have labels 1,3, and 5. Here, labels 3 and 5 correspond very likely
to the same chopper position.
We list here the OBCP/DMC sequences and the blocks associated to them (taken from PACS-MELI-005, Issue 1.1, 08-Mar-2005) :
• OBCP 01: Bolometer transition to IDLE state ---> no DMC sequence, no blocks
• OBCP 02: Bolometer operation for unregulated state ---> no DMC sequence, no blocks
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• OBCP 03: Fixed-Fixed Chopped Photometry ---> DMC sequence 14 blocks:
• OBCP and DMC preparation (label undefined, 0)
• first chopper sequence on target (labels 3,5)
• second chopper sequence on target (labels 7,9)
• third chopper sequence on target (labels 11,13)
• DMC and OBCP Reset (label 0, undefined)
• OBCP 04: Chopped Photometry ---> DMC sequence 1 blocks:
• OBCP and DMC preparation (label undefined, 0)
• chopper sequence on target (labels 1,3,5)
• chopper sequence on CSs (labels 65,129)
• DMC and OBCP Reset (label 0, undefined)
• OBCP 05: Chopped Photometry with Dither ---> DMC sequence 2 blocks:
• OBCP and DMC preparation (label undefined, 0)
• chopper sequence on target (labels 1,3,5)
• chopper sequence on CSs (labels 65,129)
• DMC and OBCP Reset (label 0, undefined)
• OBCP 06: Freeze Frame Chopping Photometry ---> DMC sequence 4 blocks:
• OBCP and DMC preparation (label undefined, 0)
• freeze frame sequence on target (label 63)
• DMC and OBCP Reset (label 0, undefined)
• OBCP 07: Staring Photometry for Line Scans ---> DMC sequence 3 blocks:
• OBCP and DMC preparation (label undefined, 0)
• staring sequence on target (label 1)
• DMC and OBCP Reset (label 0, undefined)
• OBCP 08: Grating Spectral Line Scan Chopped ---> DMC sequence 8 blocks:
• OBCP and DMC preparation (label undefined, 0)
• chopped up-scan sequence on target (labels 3,5,7)
• chopped up-scan sequence on CSs (labels 65,129)
• chopped down-scan sequence on target (labels 19,21,23)
• chopped down-scan sequence on CSs (labels 81,145)
• DMC and OBCP Reset (label 0, undefined)
• OBCP 09: Grating Spectral Line Scan Chopped with Dither ---> DMC sequence 9 blocks:
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• OBCP and DMC preparation (label undefined, 0)
• chopped up-scan sequence on target (labels 3,5,7)
• chopped up-scan sequence on CSs (labels 65,129)
• chopped down-scan sequence on target (labels 19,21,23)
• chopped down-scan sequence on CSs (labels 81,145)
• DMC and OBCP Reset (label 0, undefined)
• OBCP 10: Photometry Calibration I ---> DMC sequence 5 blocks:
• OBCP and DMC preparation (label undefined, 0)
• variable-variable chopped sequence on CSs (labels 65, 129)
• DMC and OBCP Reset (label 0, undefined)
• OBCP 11: Photometry Calibration II ---> DMC sequence 6 blocks:
• OBCP and DMC preparation (label undefined, 0)
• fixed-variable chopped sequence on CSs (labels 65, 129)
• DMC and OBCP Reset (label 0, undefined)
• OBCP 12: Photometry Calibration III ---> DMC sequence 7 blocks:
• OBCP and DMC preparation (label undefined, 0)
• fixed-fixed chopped sequence on CSs (labels 65, 129)
• DMC and OBCP Reset (label 0, undefined)
• OBCP 13: Internal Calibration Spectroscopy ---> DMC sequence 11 blocks:
• OBCP and DMC preparation (label undefined, 0)
• chopped up-scan sequence on CSs (labels 65,129)
• chopped down-scan sequence on CSs (labels 81,145)
• DMC and OBCP Reset (label 0, undefined)
• OBCP 14: Acquire Non-Sequencer Science Data ---> no DMC sequence, no blocks
• OBCP 15: DMC Test Mode ---> no DMC sequence, no blocks
• OBCP 16: Switch Spectroscopy to Photometry ---> no DMC sequence, no blocks
• OBCP 17: Switch Photometry to Spectroscopy ---> no DMC sequence, no blocks
• OBCP 18: Prepare for Switch-off ---> no DMC sequence, no blocks
• OBCP 19: Start 1355 link ---> no DMC sequence, no blocks
• OBCP 20: Write in EEPROM ---> no DMC sequence, no blocks
• OBCP 21: Start HLSW ---> no DMC sequence, no blocks
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• OBCP 22: Wavelength Switch Grating ---> DMC sequence 10 blocks:
• OBCP and DMC preparation (label undefined, 0)
• first grating switch sequence (label 33)
• second grating switch sequence (label 97)
• third grating switch sequence (label 161)
• DMC and OBCP Reset (label 0, undefined)
• OBCP 23: Ge:Ga Set-up ---> no DMC sequence, no blocks
• OBCP 24: Switch to SAFE ---> no DMC sequence, no blocks
• OBCP 25: Time Synchronisation Test 1 ---> no DMC sequence, no blocks
• OBCP 26: Time Synchronisation Test 2 ---> no DMC sequence, no blocks
• OBCP 27: Grating Line Scan Chopped 2 ---> DMC sequence 12 blocks:
• OBCP and DMC preparation (label undefined, 0)
• chopped up-scan sequence on target (labels 3,5)
• chopped up-scan sequence on CSs (labels 65,129)
• chopped down-scan sequence on target (labels 19,21)
• chopped down-scan sequence on CSs (labels 81,145)
• DMC and OBCP Reset (label 0, undefined)
• OBCP 28: Grating Line Scan Without Chopping ---> DMC sequence 13 blocks
• OBCP and DMC preparation (label undefined, 0)
• up-scan sequence on target + CSs (labels 3,65,129)
• down-scan sequence on target + CSs (labels 19,81,145)
• DMC and OBCP Reset (label 0, undefined)
• OBCP 29: Generate dummy science packets ---> no DMC sequence, no blocks
• OBCP 30: SPU test mode SPEC ---> no DMC sequence, no blocks
• OBCP 31: SPU test mode PHOT ---> no DMC sequence, no blocks
• OBCP 32: BION ---> no DMC sequence, no blocks
• OBCP 33: OBMO ---> no DMC sequence, no blocks
• OBCP 34: ACWE ---> no DMC sequence, no blocks

4.3.2. photFlagBadPixels
The purpose of this task is to flag the damaged pixels in the BADPIXEL mask. The task
should do a twofold job: a) reading the existing bad pixel mask provided by a calibration file
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("PCalPhotometer_BadPixelMask_FM_v1.fits" for the first release), b) identifying additional bad pixels during the observation. In the current version of the pipeline only the first functionality is activated.
The algorithm for the identification of additional bad pixels is not in place. So the task is just reading
the bad pixel calibration file and transforming the 2D mask contained in it in the 3D BADPIXEL mask.
>> outFrames = photFlagBadPixels(inFrames [,calTree=calTree] [,copy=copy] )

outFrames : Frames : Frames out
inFrames
: Frames : Frames in
calTree
: PacsCalibrationTree : calibration tree containing all calibration
products used by the pipeline
copy
: int
:
0 - return reference
1 - return copy

4.3.3. photFlagSaturation
This task checks saturation based on the readout electronics saturation (called CL saturation) and
ADC converter (called ADC saturation). By default both kinds of saturation are checked. Checking
is control by the option "check" in the command line.
CL saturation : is based on the knowledge of the transfer function of the readout electronics. Electronic
settings are extracted from housekeeping data and injects in the transfer function. Two saturation
images are computed (low and high saturation ) and compared to the signal. Thus two masks are
generated respectively "CL_SATURATION_HIGH" and "CL_SATURATION_LOW".
ADC saturation checking is very straight forward :this tasks identifies the saturated pixels on the basis
of saturation limits contained in a calibration file. Before doing that, the task identifies the reading
mode led by the warm electronic BOLC (Direct or DDCS mode) and the gain (low or high) used
during the observation. These information are provided for each sample of the science frames by the
BOLST entry in the status table. The task compares the pixel signal at any time index to the dynamic
range corresponding to the identified combination of reading mode and gain. Readout values above
the saturation limit are flagged in two masks called respectively "ADC_SATURATION_HIGH" and
"ADC_SATURATION_LOW".
At last, Saturation task merges all masks in a 3D "SATURATION" mask. For analysis purpose, additionnal masks are kept and contain intermediate merging operation: "SATURATION_HIGH" and
"SATURATION_LOW"
>> outFrames = photFlagSaturation(inFrames[,calTree=calTree]
[,hkdata=hk][,check=check][,satLimits=satLimits][,clLimits=clLimits]
[,clTransferFunction=clTranferFunction][,copy=copy])
outFrames : Frames : Frames out
inFrames
: Frames : Frames in
calTree
: PacsCalibrationTree : calibration tree containing all calibration
products used by the pipeline
hkdata
: TableDataset
: housekeeping information extracted from the
observation context
check
: String
: { "adc","cl", "full" (default)} is the kind
saturation checking done by the task
satLimits : SatLimits
: is the ADC saturation limits (cal product) used
according to the mode used.
clLimits
: ClSaturationLimits : is the CL saturation limits (cal product)
clTranferFunction : ClTransferFunction : is the CL transfer function (cal product)
copy
: int
:
0 - return reference
1 - return copy
Valid calls :
frames = photFlagSaturation(frames,calTree)
default
frames = photFlagSaturation(frames,calTree,hk,"cl")
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frames = photFlagSaturation(frames,calTree,hk,"adc")
frames = photFlagSaturation(frames,calTree,hk,"full")

-- adc checking only
-- cl & adc checking

Literature reference :
Saturation limits for the PACS Photometer - M.Sauvage, N.Billot, K,Okumura - July 22, 2008
Detecting and flagging saturated pixels in the PACS pipeline - M.Sauvage - February 10, 2009

4.3.4. photConvDigit2Volts
The task converts the digital readouts to Volts. As in the previous task, as a first step the task identifies
the reading mode and the gain on the basis of the the BOLST entry in the status table for each sample
of the frame. This is redundant and this step will be skipped when mode and gain will be stored in
the metadata of the Level 0 Product. The task extracts, then, the appropriate value of the gain (high
or low) and the corresponding offset (positive for the direct mode and negative for the DDCS mode)
from the calibration file (PCalPhotometer_Gain_FM_v1.fits for the first version). These values are
used in the following formula to convert the signal from digital units to volts:
signal(volts) = (signal(ADU) - offset) * gain
>> outFrames = photConvDigit2Volts(inFrames [,calTree=calTree] [,photGain=photgain]
[,copy=copy])
outFrames : Frames : Frames out
inFrames
: Frames : Frames in
calTree
: PacsCalibrationTree : calibration tree containing all calibration
products used by the pipeline
photGain
: gain
: nominal gain (1, 100 uV/step), low gain (5, 20 uV/step) or
high gain(20, 5uV/step)
copy
: int
:
0 - return reference
1 - return copy

Reference : BOLC TO DMC ELECTRICAL INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT (SAp-PACScca-0046-01)

4.3.5. photCrossCorrection
The phenomenon of electronic crosstalk was identified, in particular in the red bolometer, during the testing phase. The working hypothesis of this task is that the amount of signal in the
crosstalking pixel is a fixed percentage of the signal of the correlated pixel. A calibration file
(PCal_PhotometerCrosstalkMatrix_FM_v2.fits in the current release) reports a table containing the
coordinates of crosstalking and correlated pixels and the percentage of signal to be removed, for the
red and the blue bolometer, respectively, . The task reads the calibration file and use the info stored
in the appropriate table to apply the following formula:
Signal_correct(crosstalking pixel)) = Signal(crosstalking pixel) - a*Signal(correlated pixel)
where 'a' is the percentage of signal of the correlated pixel to be removed from the signal of the
crosstalking pixel.The task is still under investigation, in the sense that invariability of 'a' is still an
assumption to be tested in further tests.
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Figure 4.2. Crosstalk before and after the crosstalk correction task has been applied
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In the above two images we show two examples of electronic crosstalk in the red bolometer for different source fluxes. The left side shows the situation before the correction. The right side shows the
result after the correction. The task removes succefully the fraction of the signal in column 1 due
to the correlated column 16. However, it is worth to notice that in the second case, the crosstalk is
somehow over-corrected. This would imply that 'a' could depend also on the signal of the correlated
pixel. Moreover it is known that the amount of crosstalk can be influenced also by the photometer bias
voltage settings. Future tests are planned to explore all these possibilities, in particular, a) finding a
bias settings able to minimize/avoid the crosstalk or, in alternative, b) studying the dependence of 'a'
on the bias settings and providing a new calibration file which takes into account this dependence.
>> outFrames = PhotCorrectCrosstalk(inFrames [,copy=copy])
outFrames
inFrames
copy

: Frames : Frames out
: Frames : Frames in
: int
:
0 - (False) return reference
1 - (True) return copy

Reference: D. Lutz, P. Popesso. Bolometer Spatial Calibration, PACS Test Analysis Report FM-ILT
Version 0.0 from October 25/2007

4.3.6. photMMTDeglitching and photWTMMLDeglitching
These tasks detect, mask and remove the effects of cosmic rays on the bolometer. Two different tasks
are implemented for the same purpose: photMMTDeglitching is based on the multiresolution median
transforms (MMT) proposed by Starck et al (1996), WTMMLDeglitching is based on the Wavelet
Transform Modulus Maxima Lines Analysis (WTMML). The former task is in the testing phase. The
tests aim at identifying suitable ranges of parameters for different scientific cases. The latter task is still
under investigation and debugging phase. At this stage of the data reduction the astrometric calibration
has still to be performed. Thus, the two tasks can not be based on redundancy. Both tasks have to
overcome the following problems:
• signal fluctuation of each pixel,
• the movement of the telescope,
• the hits received by one pixel due to several cosmic rays having different signatures and arrival time,
• the non-linear nature of each glitch.

4.3.6.1. Deglitching using the Multiresolution Median Transform
(photMMTDeglitching)
This task is based on the method developed by Starck et al. (1998) for the detection of faint sources
in ISOCAM data. The method relies on the fact that the signal due to a real source and to a glich,
respectively, when measured by a pixel, shows different signatures in its temporal evolution and can
be identified using a multiscale transform which separates the various frequencies in the signal. Once
the "bad" components due to the glitches are identified, they can be corrected in the temporal signal.
Basically, the method is based on the multiresolution support. We say that a multiresolution support
(Starck et al. 1995) of an image describes in a logical or boolean way if an image f contains information
at a given scale j and at a given position (x,y). If the multiresolution support of f is M(j,x,y)=1 (or true),
then f contains information at scale j and position (x,y). The way to create a multiresolution support is
trough the wavelet transform. The wavelet transform is obtained by using the multiresolution median
transform. The median transform is nonlinear and offers advantages for robust smoothing. Define the
median transform of an image f, whit the square kernel of dimension n x n, as med(f,n). Let n=2s
+1; initially s=1. The iteration counter will be denoted by j, and S is the user-specified number of
resolution scales. The multiresolution median transform is obtained in the following way:
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Figure 4.3.

A straightforward expansion formula for the original image (per pixel) is given by:

Figure 4.4.

where, cp is the residual image. The multiresolution support is obtained by detecting at each scale j
the significant coefficient wj. The multiresolution support is defined by:

Figure 4.5.

Given stationary Gaussian noise, the significance of the w_j coefficients is set by the following conditions:

Figure 4.6.

where sigma_j is the standard deviation at the scale j and k is a factor, often chosen as 3. The appropriate
value of sigma_j in the succession of the wavelet planes is assessed from the standard deviation of the
noise, sigma_f, in the original f image. The study of the properties of the wavelet transform in case of
Gaussian noise, reveals that sigma_j=sigma_f*sigma_jG, where sigma_jG is the standard deviation
at each scale of the wavelet transform of an image containing only Gaussian noise. The standard
deviation of the noise at scale j of the image is equal to the standard deviation of the noise of the image
multiplied by the standard deviation of the noise of the scale j of the wavelet transform. In order to
properly calculate the standard deviation of the noise and, thus, the significant wj coefficients, the
tasks applies an iterative method, as done in starck et al. 1998:
• calculate the Multiresolution Median Transform of the signal for every pixel
• calculate a first guess of the image noise. The noise is estimated using a MeanFilter with boxsize
3 (Olsens et al. 1993)
• calculate the standard deviation of the noise estimate
• calculate a first estimate of the noise in the wavelet space
• the standard deviation of the noise in the wavelet space of the image is then sigma(j) =
sigma(f)*sigma(jG) (Starck 1998).
• the multiresolution support is calculated
• the image noise is recalculated over the pixels with M(j,x,y)=0 (containing only noise)
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• the standard deviation of the noise in the wavelet space, the multiresolution support and the image
noise are recalculated iteratively till ( noise(n) - noise(n-1) )/noise(n) < noiseDetectionLimit, where
noiseDetectionLimit is a user specified parameter
(Note: if your image does not contain pixels with only noise, this algorithm may not converge. The
same is true, if the value noiseDetectionLimit is not well chosen. In this case the pixel with the
smallest signal is taken and treated as if it were noise)
At the end of the iteration, the final multiresolution support is obtained. This is used to identify the
significant coefficients and , thus, the pixels and scales of the significant signal. Of course, this identifies both glitches and real sources. According to Starck et al. (1998), at this stage a pattern recognition
should be applied in order to separate the glitch from the real source components. This is done on the
basis of the knowledge of the detector behavior when hit by a glitch and of the different effects caused
in the wavelet space by the different glitches (short features, faders and dippers, see Starck at al. 1998
for more details). This knowledge is still not available for the PACS detectors. At the moment, a real
pattern recognition is not applied and the only way to isolate glitches from real sources is to properly
set the user-defined parameter scales (S in the description of the multiresolution median transform
above). The method works reasonably well till the maximum number of readouts of a glitch is much
smaller than the one of a real source (scales < 5, see the alpha irradiation example below). For higher
value of scales (< 5), also part of the signal of a real bright source can be identified as a glitch (see
proton irradiation example below).
When the glitches are identified the signal of the pixel affected is corrected by interpolating the signal
before and after the glitch event. In addition, the task also produces the 3D GLITCH mask which flags
the deglitched pixels at any time (due to a bug of the task the GLITCH mask is not always produced,
this is under investigation). However, it is required that the task does not correct by default the signal
of the pixels affected by glitches. It is foreseen that the task will provide the user the possibility to
choose whether to correct or not the signal or to have only the GLITCH mask as a result.
Literature reference for this algorithm:
ISOCAM Data Processing, Stark, Abergel, Aussel, Sauvage, Gastaud et. al., Astron. Astrophys. Suppl.
Ser. 134, 135-148 (1999)
Automatic Noise Estimation from the Multiresolution Support, Starck, Murtagh, PASP, 110, 193-199
(1998)
Estimation of Noise in Images: An Evaluation, Olsen, Graphical Models and Image Processing, 55,
319-323 (1993)

Details and Results of the implementation
This is the signature of the task:
>> outframes = mMTDeglitching(inFrames [,copy=copy] [,scales=scales]
[,mmt_startenv=mmt_startenv] [,incr/fact=incr/fact] [,mmt_mode=mmt_mode]
[,mmt_scales=mmt_scales] [,nsigma=nsigma])
outFrames : the returned Frames object
inFrames
: the Frames object with the data that should be deglitched
copy
: boolean. Possible values: false (jython: 0) - inFrames will be modified
and returned
true (jython: 1) - a copy of inFrames will be
returned
scales
: int. Number of wavelet scales. This should reflect the maximum expected
readout number of the glitches. Default is 5 readouts.
mmt_startenv : int. The startsize of the environment box for the median transform.
Default is 1 readout (plus/minus).
incr/fact : float. Increment resp. factor to enhance the mmt_startenv. Default is
1.
mmt_mode
: int. Defines how the environment should be modified between the scales.
Possible values: 1 (ADD) or 0 (Multiply). Default is 1.
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example: the environment-size for the subsequent median transform
environment boxes will be env(0) = mmt_startenv, env(n) = env(n-1) mmt_mode incr/
fact
default means then: env(0) = 1, env(1) = 1 + 1, env(2) = 3
etc.
noiseDetectionLimit : double. Threshold for determining the image noise. values
between 0.0 and 1.0. Default is 0.3.
nsigma
: int. Limit that defines the glitches on the wavelet level. Every value
larger than nsigma*sigma will be treated as glitch. Default is 5.

Results of example data
To examine the result of this algorithm, a real Bolometer signal has been taken and artificial glitches
with a width of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 pixels have been added to the signal of one of the pixels. The analysis
has then been done with 6 wavelet scales.
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A closer look at the signal and the deglitched signal shows the quality of the processing.

The wavelet coefficients are crucial for this deglitching process.
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From the image it is obvious, that the glitches are placed according to their width into the wavelet
coefficients. This fact is due to the choice of the median transform and the configuration of the environment (plus/minus 1 for coeff 1, plus/minus 2 for coeff 2 etc.). Please note also that coefficient 6
does not contain data (glitches have widths up to 5). Please find details of the Multiresolution Median
Transform in Starck et al. (1999).
The baseline of the coefficients is zero, not the signal level. The signal level appears only in coefficient
0! Coefficient 0 has also been used to remove the background from the image while the noise has been
estimated. From this plot it is obvious, why coeff(0) has been used.
Here is a closer look at the wavelet coeficients:
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Although the wavelets baseline is zero a little noise is there. Its even in the same order of magnitude
as the original Signals noise. Thats why it is important to have a good noise estimate to remove the
glitches.

Alpha and Proton Irradiation Tests
Here are the results of the Multiresolution Median Transform deglitching applied to the Bolometer
irradiation test with alpha particles and protons from (CITATION NEEDED).
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The glitches of the alpha particles do not differ significantly from the artificial glitches. Their width
is around 1-3 readouts and their signal is much higher than the average signal, so the nsigma method
works as well as expected.
The proton tests have a distinctly different pattern. The glitches are much higher in number and their
width can also be large. The image shows, that increasing the wavelet scales from 6 to 12 leads to a
better removal of the glitch structures. The problem in these measurements is that the number of the
glitches is so high, that a good estimate of the noise is hard to do. There is no pixel without a glitch.
Thus the estimated noise will be high and small glitches are not removed.
Anyhow, experimenting with the settings is in every case worth a try as the 12 wavelet scale inset
shows.
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4.3.6.2. Wavelet Transform Modulus Maxima Lines Analysis
(photWTMMLDeglitching)
During the mission, Herschel observatory and PACS instrument will be irradiated by a lot of particles
coming from any directions. When particles hit the telescope shield or materials near the detectors,
PACS can see these impacts which pollute the interesting signal. These traces are called glitch signatures. Several kinds of signature can exist. In general glitch can be characterized by a variation of the
signal where the raising time equals about the decay time. There are the 'fader' glitch types characterized by a raising time greater than the decay e-(t .Ï„) and at last the 'dipper' types where the energetic
particles produce a very long time constant. In this case the signal stay polluted during a long time
period. These kinds of signature and terminologies have come from ISOCAM papers.
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In order to see the behavior of the detector, on May 26th and 27th,2005, irradiation tests have been
carried out at Orsay/France with Tandem accelerator. Orthogonal irradiation with alpha and proton
have been carried out. Data obtained during these tests are a good start to check deglitching algorithms
but can be insufficient.
Thanks to previous missions, we have now some models of the cosmic particles into our considered
space area. Despite of these models and the knowledge of the behavior of our detector, it isn't possible
to know exactly the glitch signatures that will be encountered in the space, hence it is important to
have a flexible deglitching algorithm. The MMT method showed above is well adapted because there
is no assumption about the glitch signature.
Nevertheless, one can try to work on the shape of the glitch. This direction has been explored by the
Spire's developers with the 'WTMML' analysis (Wavelet Transform Modulus Maxima Lines). This
method tries to recognize the temporal shape of the glitches. With their courtesy permission, their
algorithm has been adapted for PACS. This section tries to give an evaluation of the algorithm with
its strength, its weakness and the limits of its applicability.
Overview
Status : first version - not ready yet. Author b.Marin based on WTMML software developed by
C.Ordenovic, C.Surace, B.Torresani, A.Llebaria
Reference literature for this algorithm and data used:
• Faint source detection in ISOCAM images, J.L. Starck, H. Aussel, D. Elbaz, D. Fadda, and C.
Cesarsky, A&A Suppl. Ser. 138,365-379 (1999)
• Glitches detection and signal reconstruction using HÃ¶lder and wavelet analysis, C.Ordenovic,
C.Surace, B.Torresani, A.Llebaria STAMET-D-07-00048
• A wavelet tour of signal processing, Mallat
• Glitch effects in ISOCAM detectors A.Claret, H.Dzitko, J.Engelmann and J.-L. Starck
• Herschel/PACS Description des irradiations Tandem 2005 [Ref: SAp-PACS-BH-0470-05 ver 1.1]
Benoit HOREAU
Principle
For each pixel(x,y), the method consists of doing the following steps :
1. set s(t) = D(x,y,t) ; where D represents sampling data and t the time
2. A multi-resolution decomposition of the signal is done using Mexican Hat wavelet. the result is
Ws(b,a)
3. Signal irregularities are tagged by the study of the evolution of |Ws(b,a)| in the time-scale plane(b,a)
4. noise is estimated
5. Irregularities not identified as noise are tagged as glitches
6. Glitch contributions are estimated and removed from the decomposed signal
7. Signal is rebuilt
Details and results of the implementation
>> outFrames = wtmmlDeglitching(inFrames [,copy=copy][,scaleMin=2.0][,scaleMax=6.0]
[,hmin=-1.3][,voices=5.][,holderThreshold=-0.6][,CorrThreshold=0.985]
[,reconstruction=True]
inFrames : the input frame object containing signal to analyse
outFrames : the returned Frame object containing signal deglitched and a mask of
pixels modified
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copy

: boolean with the possible values :
false (jython: 0) - inFrames will be modified and returned
true (jython: 1) - a copy of inFrames will be returned
scaleMin : signal continuous wavelet transform is computed from scaleMin
scaleMax : signal continuous wavelet transform is computed till scaleMax
voices
: voices number by octave
hmin
: the minimal holder value allowed
holderThreshold : must be greater than hmin - the threshold holder exponent
corrThreshold
: correlation coefficient threshold (around 1.) is a criteria used
to identify an irregularity of the signal
reconstuction
: Boolean: {true|false} = {inFrames is changed | inFrames is not
changed}

More parameter descriptions
Wavelet transform will be computed from scaleMin to scaleMax. Octave number (nOct) is
log(scaleMax)/log (2) (dyadic decomposition) and there are nVoice voices by octave. The scale a of
the octave o and the voice v is a = 2^(nOct*(o-1)+v/nVoice)
Correlation threshold (close to value 1.) is a criteria used to identify a potentially irregularity of the
signal as a possible glitch.
holderThreshold gives an upper limit of the acceptable holder exponent found
hmin gives a lower limit of the acceptable holder exponent found
hmin < holder exponent found < holderThreshold
Algorithm description
1. Multiresolution signal decomposition is performed from minScale to maxScale. The Mexican hat
wavelet is used here.
2. Along each scale, locally maxima are identified. In other words, if dWs(b0,a0)/db = 0 the point
b0,a0 is a locally maximum.
3. Across the scales, 'maxima lines' are researched. A maxima line is any curve a(b) in the scale-space
plane (b,a) along which all points (previously identified) are modulus maxima.
4. Singularities are detected by finding the abscissa where the wavelet modulus maxima converges
at fine scale
a. glitch signature can be characterized as a Lipschitz function (HÃ¶lder). HÃ¶lder exponent is
evaluated thanks to the Mallat inequalities:
log2[|Ws(b,a)|] <= log2 (A) + Î± log2(a) for a -> 0 ; Î± is the local HÃ¶lder exponent ; Ws(b,a)
is the wavelet coefficient of the signal s at the scale a and the time b along the maxima line
b. an irregularity of the signal can produce a cone in scale/time referential, so the coefficient correlation C is calculated on the set of points (log2(|Ws(bi,ai)|),log2 (ai))
c. when C is greater than our corrThreshold, the linear regression is performed between minScale
and maxScale and the slope of the linear regression can give a holder exponent
d. if the holder exponent found is between hmin and holderThreshold, a singularity/detection has
been found, and we know the contribution of the cone on the signal through wavelet coefficients
5. false detections provided by the noise are identified and removed by sigma clipping algorithm
applied to the wavelet coefficients
a. white noise is a stationary process having the same spectral density whatever the frequencies.
Thanks to Donoho, one can compute from the lowest scale (a=1) and wavelet coefficients found
at this scale, an estimator of the noise variance :
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b. From the detections found by the maxima line analysis, one can considered white noise contribution when the wavelet coefficient are lower than 3Ïƒ.

6. Glitch wavelet coefficient contributions are calculated and removed from the signal

7. Signal is rebuilt with the following synthesis equation
Wgl : glitch contribution, Ws : wavelet coefficients of the signal

Wavelet used
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Results

The following figure gives an overview of the deglitching process. wtmmlDeglitching task has been
run with the default parameter. At the top, one can see the input signal extracted from the real data
got during the alpha irradiation tests. In the middle (in orange), the wavelet coefficients according to
the scale are plotted. At each signal variation, one can see a cone. This cone is analyzed, glitches are
identified, removed, then the signal is rebuilt. At the bottom, the signal has been deglitched. On the
right, the glitch located at position 710 has been removed, while the glitch at position 332 is still there.
Beware that y axis at the top and at the bottom, are not identical.
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Conclusion
The tuning of the parameters of this software is tricky. One's want to remove efficiently the glitches
encountered, one can run several times the WTMML algorithm with various parameters.
Application domain
If the deglitching of the data delivered by the MMT method is considered as insufficient, one can
use wtmmlDeglitching task with various parameters. This task will be useful for a limited usage, ran
individually according to the glitch signature.
Test harness
Test harness carries out a lot of tests issued from real data obtained during Tandem irradiation tests
and from data built with mathematical model.
Test 1 : from real data - remove alpha glitch signature
Test 2 : from real data - remove proton glitch signature
Test 3 : data are built with positive glitch effect (the detector wall has received the particle)
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Test 4 : data are built with negative glitch effect (the detector grid has received the particle)
Test 5 : data are built with modulated signal, a gaussian noise gsigma higher than the signal and ng
negative glitch effects , gaussian noise
Data location of the irradiation tests : [CVS]pacs/develop/data/pacs/data/glitchmodels
Status : is under development. Author : b.morin
>> success = wtmmlDeglitchingTest([signalLevel=1e-12][,signalShape=0]
[,noise="gaussian"][,noiseLevel=5.][,glitchNumber=3][,glitchLevel=8.]
[,glitchShape="lipschitz"))

success : boolean: {true|false} = {successful tests|tests have failed}
Optional parameters are only for Test5 :
signalLevel : whatever value
signalShape : {0,4} = {0:
noise : {"gaussian","white"}
noiseLevel : sigma value from the signal
glitchNumber : number of glitch generated
glitchLevel : sigma value from the signal (must be higher than the noiseLevel)
glitchShape : {"lipschitz","amortizedSine"}

Data location : [CVS]pacs/develop/data/pacs/data/glitchmodels

4.3.7. addUTC
Convert from spacecraft on-board time (OBT) to UTC, using the time correlation table. Fill the UTC
field in the frames dataset.
>> outFrames = addUTC(inFrames frames, timecor, [,copy=copy]
calVersion])
outFrames
inFrames
timecor
copy

:
:
:
:

[,calVersion =

Frames
Frames
TableDataset
int

: Frames out
: Frames in
: Time corrections
:
0 - return reference
1 - return copy
calVersion : String : Version of the calibration files used

Calibration File: Time correlation table

4.3.8. convChopper2Angle (jython prototype available)
This task converts the Chopper position expressed in technical units to angles. This is done by reading
the CPR entry in the Status table and express it in two ways: a) as angle with respect to the FPU
(CHOPFPUANGLE entry in the Status table) and b) as angle in the sky (CHOPSKYANGLE). Both
angle are in arcseconds. In particular, the CHOPFPUANGLE is a mandatory input for the PhotAssignaRaDec task, to be executed after Level 0.5 for the final step of the astrometric calibration. Thus,
the convChopper2Angle task must be executed even if the chopper is not used at all as in the scan
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map (chopper maintained at the optical zero). CHOPFPUANGLE corresponds to the chopper throw
in arcseconds in HSpot.
>> outFrames = convChopper2Angle(inFrames [,copy=copy]

[, calVersion = calVersion])

outFrames
inFrames
copy

: Frames : Frames out
: Frames : Frames in
: int
:
0 - return reference
1 - return copy
calVersion : String : Version of the calibration files used

The calibration between chopper position in technical units (voltages) and angles is give by a 6th oder
polynomial. The calibration is based on the calibration file containing the Zeiss conversion table.
Reference: "Angular Calibration and zero-point offset determination of PACS FS Chopper for cold
HeII (T=4.2 K) conditions.", PICC-MA-TR-009, U. Klaas, J. Screiber, M. Nielbock, H. Dannerbauer,
J. Bouwman.

4.3.9. convXYStage2Pointing (available)
During the so-called PACS ILT tests in the lab, there was no info about satellite pointing information. So this step is used to simulate pointing information for this particular test-case. For real PACS
Herschel data the next task, "photAddInstantPointing", should be used instead. The coordinates of
the used point source, called XY stage, are included in the Status table and used later as input for a
simulated astrometric calibration (photAssignRaDec).
>> outFrames = convXYStage2Pointing(inFrames, seq [, noInter=noInter] [,copy=copy])
outFrames
inFrames
seq
Frames
noInter

: Frames
: Frames out
: Frames
: Frames in
: PacketSequence : PacketSequence holding the TmPackets of the period of

copy

: int

: boolean

: True : without Interpolation
False : with Interpolation (default !)
:
0 - return reference
1 - return copy

The coordinates of the XY stage are contained in the XY HK. This info is extracted from there and
the internal time is used to merge the coordinates to the individual frames.
The HK packets have a readout frequency lower than the frames readout. So the task by default (noInter
= false) interpolates between the available XY stage coordinates to obtain coordinates for each frame.
With the keyword "noInter=true" no interpolation is done.
New entries in the Frames Status :
XY_Stage_EvType : Event Type (regular, start , stop )
XY_Stage_Mode : Mode (idle ,local single, local raster, single position move, single raster)
XY_Stage_TimeSec : Time seconds
XY_Stage_TimemS : Time miliSeconds
XY_Stage_LV_Sts :
XY_Stage_Status : XY Stage Status
XY_Stage_X_Axis : X axis position
XY_Stage_Y_Axis : Y Axis position
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XY_Stage_X_idx
XY_Stage_Y_idx
XY_Stage_Stage_Nod_cnt : Nodding count
XY_Stage_Nod_pos : Nodding position (on raster , off raster)
XY_Stage_column : Column count
XY_Stage_line : Line count
This task allows also to include info about the nod cycle by adding a nod position counter (entry
XY_Stage_Stage_Nod_cnt) and the a nod on or off position identifier (entry XY_Stage_Nod_pos).

4.3.10. photAddInstantPointing
The purpose of this task is to perform the first step of the astrometric calibration by adding the sky
coordinates of the virtual aperture (center of the bolometer) and the position angle to each readout as
entry in the status table. In addition the task associates to each readout raster point counter and nod
counter for chopped observations and sky line scan counter for scan map observations.
outFrames = photAddInstantPointing(inFrames, scPointing, [,calTree=<mycalTree>]
[,copy=<number>]
[,siam = siam][,orbitEphem=orbitEphem] [,horizons=horizons][,isSso =
isSso]
[,noInter=noInter][,useGyro = useGyro])

This first part of the astrometric calibration deals with two elements: the satellite pointing product and
the SIAM product. Both are auxiliary products of the observation and are contained in the Observation
context delivered to the user. The satellite pointing product gives info about the Herschel pointing.
The SIAM product contains the a matrix which provides the position of the PACS bolometer virtual
aperture with respect to the spacecraft pointing. In the current version of the pipeline this task used a
SIAM matrix contained in a calibration file and not the one of the SIAM product. However, this will
be changed in the future and the SIAM product will be used for the astrometric calibration. The time
is used to merge the pointing information to the individual frames. scPointing is the pointing product.
By default the Filtered Pointing information is used, but also the gyro propagated pointing information
may be used. This is done by using the Frames status entry FINETIME and extract the associated
information from the PointingProduct. Also the SIAM matrix is applied and aberration is done (if the
proper Products are passed). The result is added to the status entry of the Frames Product.
Parameters: The orbit Ephemeris Product needed for aberration correction of non SSO objects. Horizons Product is needed for the aberration correction of SSO objects. isSso is "is it solar system" (default False/0)? noIter is whether to interpolate or not. useGyro (False/0) is to use the Gyro propagated information instead of the filtered.
isSso (default False/0) is a switch for whether the target is solar system.
The task adds the following entries to the status table:
- RaArray: ra coordinate of the virtual aperture (deg)
- DecArray: dec coordinate of the virtual aperture (deg)
- PaArray: position angle (deg)
- raArrayErr: ra coordinate inaccuracy of the virtual aperture (deg)
- decArrayErr: dec coordinate inaccuracy of the virtual aperture (deg)
- PaArrayErr: position angle inaccuracy(deg)
- Mode: PacsPhoto, in the bolometer case
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- RasterLineNumber, for chooped observation only
- RasterColumnnumber, for chooped observation only
- NodcycleNum, for chopped observation only
- OnTarget, on source position identifier, for chooped observation only (flase or true)
- AbPosId, for chooped observation only (false or true)
- IsSlew, identifies satellite slewing (false or true)
- IsOffPos, identifies off position (false or true)
- ScanLineNumber, identifies the scan line number for scan map observation
- AcmcMode
- Aperture
- IsAposition, identifies A position in nod cycle
- IsBPosition, identifies B position in nod cycle
- IsOutOfField
- IsSerendipity
- RollArray, any difference with PAArray???

4.3.11. cleanPlateau (java prototype available)
This task is executed before Level 0.5 only for chopped observations (point-source, small-source,
chopped raster modes).
>> outFrames = cleanPlateauFrames(Frames inFrames[,dmcHead=dmcHead][,copy=copy]
[,calVersion = calVersion])
outFrames
inFrames
copy

: Frames : Frames out with mask UNCLEANCHOP
: Frames : Frames in
: int
:
0 - return reference : overwrites the input frames by adding
the additional 'DithPos' column
1 - return copy
: creates a new output without overwriting
the input
calVersion : String : Version of the calibration files used

The module flags the readouts at the beginning of a chopper plateau, if they correspond to the transition
between two chopper positions. In the chopper transition phase, the chopper is still moving towards to
proper position and the signal of this readouts does not correspond to the on or off position. Usually
the chopper is moving so fast that only one readout needs to be masked out. The module just adds the
3D UNCLEANCHOP mask to the input frame.
The task identifies the chopper plateaus on the basis of the CHOPPERPLATEAU (for the science
data) and CALSOURCE (for the calibration block) entries in the status table. For each chopper plateau
the readouts with a chopper position deviating from the mean position (threshold provided by the
calibration file ChopJitterThreshold) are flagged in the UNCLEANCHOP mask.

4.4. The AOT dependent pipelines
After level 0.5, the pipeline is AOT dependent. In the following sections we will describe separately
the different AOT pipelines, point source, small source, chopped raster, scan map AOTs, up to Level 2.
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4.5. Point Source AOR
4.5.1. Level 0.5 to Level 1
4.5.1.1. photMakeDithPos (jython prototype available)
The task just checks if exists a dithering pattern and identifies the dither positions. The task adds a
dither position counter, "DithPos", to the Status table. Frames with the same value of 'DithPos' are
at the same dither position.
>> outFrames = photMakeDithPos(inFrames [,copy=copy] )
outFrames
inFrames
copy

: Frames : Frames out with one
: Frames : Frames in
: int
: This has to be done
0 - return reference
1 - return copy
the input

image per every single chopper plateau
by
: overwrites the input frames
: creates a new output without overwriting

4.5.1.2. photMakeRasPosCount (jython prototype available)
The task adds raster position counter to status table.
>> outFrames = photMakeRasPosCount(inFrames [,copy=copy])
outFrames
inFrames
copy

: Frames : Frames out with one
: Frames : Frames in
: int
: This has to be done
0 - return reference
1 - return copy
the input

image per every single chopper plateau
by
: overwrites the input frames
: creates a new output without overwriting

The task needs the output of the photAddInstantPointing task to be executed otherwise an error is
raised saying that the pointing information are missing for the observation. The module uses the virtual aperture coordinates and the raster flags in the status table to identify different raster positions.
The raster positions are identified in the Status table by the new entries 'OnRasterPosCount' and 'OffRasterPosCount'.

4.5.1.3. photAvgPlateau (java prototype available)
The task averages all valid signals on chopper plateau and resamples signals, status and mask words
for the photometer. It calculate noise map but not the coverage map. The result is a Frames class with
one image per every single chopper plateau.
>> outFrames = photAvgPlateau(inFrames [,sigclip=0] [,mean=0]
[,qualityContext=QualitxContext] [,copy=0] )
outFrames
plateau
inFrames
sigclip
mean
AVERAGE)
qualityContext
copy

: Frames : Frames out with one image per every single chopper
: Frames : Frames in
: Value for sigma clipping (default = 0 : no sigma clipping)
: mean = 1 : use MEAN instead of AVERAGE (default mean = 0 : use
: QualityContext
: int
: This has to be done by
0 - return reference : overwrites the input frames (default)
1 - return copy
: creates a new output without overwriting

the input
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The module uses the status entry CHOPPERPLATEAU (CALSOURCE in case of calibration block
pre-processing) to identify the chopper plateau in the same way as CleanPlateau. Then it computes the
average (sigma clipping if sigclip > 0, and median if mean =1) for each pixel over the chopper plateau .

Figure 4.7. Simplified Example : Chopper Plateaus
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The signal of the bad pixels, identified by the BADPIXEL mask, is set to 0. The pixels flagged in the
other available masks (SATURATION, GLITCH, UNCLEANCHOP) are discarded in the average. If
the chopper plateau contains no valid data (all pixels masked out) the signal is set to zero. The noise
is calculated for each pixel (x,y) and each plateau (p) as:
noise[x,y,p] = STDDEV( signal[ x,y,validSelection[p] ]) / SQRT(nn)
where nn is the number of valid readouts in the chopper plateau. This number is then stored as addition
entry (NrChopperPlateau )in the status table. The noise is stored in the Noisemap
The Status entries with different values over the chopper plateau length are modified with the following
scheme:
• OBSID: value of the beginning of the chopper plateau
• BBID: value of the beginning of the chopper plateau
• LBL : removed
• TMP1: removed
• TMP2: removed
• FINETIME: value of the beginning of the chopper plateau
• VLD : removed
• WPR: value of the beginning of the chopper plateau
• BOLST: removed
• BSID : removed
• CRDC: value of the beginning of the chopper plateau
• CRDCCP: value of the beginning of the chopper plateau
• DBID: value of the beginning of the chopper plateau
• DMCSEQACTIVE: value of the beginning of the chopper plateau
• CHOPPERPLATEAU : Sum
• CALSOURCE : Sum
• PIX: removed
• RCX: removed
• RESETCNT: Just counting 1 to x
• BLOCKIDX: removed
• BAND: value of the beginning of the chopper plateau
• BBTYPE: value of the beginning of the chopper plateau
• BBSEQCNT: value of the beginning of the chopper plateau
• UnCleanChop: Sum
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• DithPos : Median
• OnRasterCount : Median
• OffRasterCount : Median
NOTE: the masks are still not properly treated in the pipeline. This task (and the following as well)
is somehow reducing the masks as the images. So the information carried by the individual mask is
not propagated into the pipeline. At this point of the data reduction the masks should be combined in
a master mask. photAvgPlateau should use the master mask to create the exposure (weight) map of
any chopper plateau: that means, if a plateau has 10 frames and a pixel is 3 times flagged in the master
mask( e.g. it is twice saturated and once hit by a glitch), its weight will be 0.7 instead of 1, if a pixel
is a bad pixel, its weight is zero. The Product of photAvgPlateau has to contain the averaged plateau
images with exposure and noise maps without any mask. The information carried sofar by the masks
should now be condensed and transfered into the exposure map. Developers still working on that.

4.5.1.4. photDiffChop (java prototype available)
Subtract every off-source signal from every consecutive on-source signal. The result is a Frames class
with one image per one chopper cycle.
>> outFrames = photDiffChop(inFrames ,hkdata=hkdata [,qualityContext=QualityContext]
[,copy=0] )
outFrames
inFrames
hkdata
Photometer HK)
qualityContext
copy

: Frames : Frames out with one image per one chopper cycle
: Frames : Frames in
: TableDataset : issued from HPPHK product (Herschel PACS

: QualityContext
: int
:
0 - return reference : overwrites the input frames (default)
1 - return copy
: creates a new output without
overwriting the input

To better subtract the telescope background emission and the sky background the 'off-source' image
is subtracted from the 'on-source' image (consecutive chopper positions). The module accepts as input
the output of photAvgPlateau module. It returns as output a Frames class with the differential image
of any couple of on-off chopped images. The module resamples the status table and the the masks
accordingly (see NOTE in photAvgPlateau section).
The on and off images are identified on the basis of the status entries added by the photAddInstantPointing task. The noisemap is computed in the following way:
noise [x,y,k] = SQRT(noise[x,y,pON]**2 + noise[x,y,pOFF]*+2)
where k is the frame number of the differential on-off image, pOn is the frame number of the on source
image, pOFF is the frame number of the off source image, and noise[x,y,pON] and noise[x,y,pOFF]
are the error map at the on and off source images, respectively (output of the previous pipeline step).
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Figure 4.8. Simplified Example : Chopper Plateaus

4.5.1.5. photAvgDith (jython prototype available)
The chop cycle is repeated several times per any A and B nod position. This task calculates the mean of
the on-off differential chopped images per any A and B position within any Nod cycle. If the dithering
is applied in the point-source mode as offered by HSpot, the average is done separately per dithered
A and B nod positions.
>> outFrames = photAvgDith(inFrames [,qualityContext=QualityContext] [,copy=0] )
outFrames
position
inFrames

: Frames : Frames out with one image per chopper plateau per nodding
: Frames : Frames in
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qualityContext : QualityContext
copy
: int
:
0 - return reference : overwrites the input frames (default)
1 - return copy
: creates a new output without
overwriting the input

The task uses the entries in the status table regarding the dithering pattern (DithPos) and the ones
regarding the A and B nod position and Nod cycle identifier (see entries added after AddInstantPointing) to identified all the differential on-off images belonging to the A or B position with the same nod
cycle and at the same dither position. Since only the average of the identified images is performed,
the noise is propagated as follows:
For "c" chopper cycles (c=k), we average the n/2 differences
noise [x,y] = SQRT(MEAN(noise[x,y,:]**2)) / SQRT(n)
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Figure 4.9. Simplified Example : Chopper Plateaus
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4.5.1.6. photDiffNod (java prototype available)
This task is performing the last step of the background (sky+telescope) subtraction. It subtracts the
images corresponding to the A and B positions of each nod cycle and per each dither position. The
module needs as input the output of photAvgDith.
>> outFrames = photDiffNod(inFrames [qualityContext=QualityContext] [,copy=0] )
outFrames
inFrames
qualityContext
copy

:
:
:
:

Frames : Frames
Frames : Frames
QualityContext
int
:
0 - return
1 - return
overwriting the input

out with one image per nod cycle
in

reference : overwrites the input frames (default)
copy
: creates a new output without

The noise is propagated as follows:
noise [x,y,k] = SQRT(noise[x,y,A]**2 + noise[x,y,B]*+2)
where the A and B indexes refer to the A and B nod position.
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Figure 4.10. Simplified Example : Chopper Plateaus
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4.5.1.7. photCombineNod (java prototype available)
The nod cycles are repeated many times per any dither position. This task is taking the average of
the differential noda-nob images corresponding to any dither position. The results is a frames class
containing a completely background subtracted point source image per any dither position.
>> outFrames = photCombineNod(inFrames [qualityContext=QualityContext] [copy=0] )
outFrames
inFrames
qualityContext
copy

:
:
:
:

Frames : Frames out with one image
Frames : Frames in
QualityContext
int
:
0 - return reference : overwrites the input frames (default)
1 - return copy

The noise is propagated as follows:
noise[x,y,d] = STDDEV( signal[ x,y,nd ]) / SQRT(nd)
where d is the index of the dither position and nd is the number nod cycles per dither position.
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Figure 4.11. Simplified Example : Chopper Plateaus
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4.5.2. Level 1 to Level 2
4.5.2.1. photDriftCorrection
Applies drift correction of the flat field and controls the photometric stability
>> outFrames = photDriftCorrection(inFrames [,calTree=calTree][,dCSsRef=dCSsRef]
[threshold=threshold][algo=algo][,copy=copy] )
outFrames
: Frames
: Frames out in Jansky photometricaly calibrated
inFrames
: Frames
: Frames with signal in Volt
calTree
: PacsCalibrationTree : calibration tree containing all calibration
products used by the pipeline
dCSsRef
: DCSRef
: Î´C0 reference point is the difference of the
internal calibration source computed during the determination of the flat field
threshold
: PhotometricStabilityThreshold
algo
: String
: algorithm used when many calibration blocks
exists {"first","last","mean" [default] ,"median","interpolation"}
"first" - only the first calibration block is
applied on the science data block
"last"
- only the last calibration block is
applied on the science data block
"mean"
- the mean of calibration block is
applied on the science data block
"median" - the median of the calibration block is
applied on the science block
"interpolation" - an interpolation is done
between the calibration block and applied at each map.
copy

: int

:
0 - return reference
1 - return copy

Literature
Photometric calibration of PACS bolometer - K.Okumura, D.Lutz, M.Sauvage and B.Morin - October
11,2007
Photometric calibration products - B.Morin, K.Okumura, D.Lutz, M.Sauvage - February 08,2008
Principle
PhotDriftCorrectionTask has the goal to multiply signal s(t) in Volt by the ratio Î´C0/Î´Cs. This factor
corrects possible drift of the flat field Î¦ or CS emission. Reference point Î´C0 is computed during the
determination of the flat field. Î´Cs coming with the frame gives an evaluation of the possible drift of
the flat. This evolution can be either an alteration of the internal calibration sources or an evolution
of the detector pixels. The drift is compared with photometric stability threshold parameters (stored
in the calibration files). If the ratio overtakes these thresholds, a 'DriftAlert' keyword is added to the
metadata . For each pixel having a ratio in error, the ratio is collected, the average done and stored
in the metadata. Collected at the end of the pipeline, a specific action will be triggered with it (such
as mail and so forth).
Hereafter the formula managing the photometric adjustement :

Î´f(t) is the flux in Jy
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Î´s(t) is the signal in Volt
Î´C0 is the difference of the calibration sources got during a calibration campaign. Computed during
the flat field determination the unit is in Volt
Î´C is the difference of the calibration sources computed by the pipeline. Unit is in Volt
J is a flux calibration factor which contains the responsivity and the conversion factor to Jansky
Î¦ is the normalized flatfield - dimensionless
Ratio 1/JÎ¦ converts the signal s(t) in Volt to f(t) in Jansky
Ratio Î´C0/Î´C corrects the drift of the ratio 1/JÎ¦
Quick chopping between calibration source will remove one part of the offset. CS1 and CS2 measurements are always done at the same chopper position (-21350 for CS1 and +21200 for CS2). The using
of the same chopper reference, the ratio Î´C0/Î´C is a good way to free of the pixel distortions.
Hereafter the formula used to compute the noise
*

noise = SQRT( sout2 * [ (ÏƒÎ´s2/Î´s2) + (ÏƒÎ´C02/Î´C02) + (ÏƒÎ´Cs2/Î´Cs2) ] )

where
Î´s is the input signal in Volt, ÏƒÎ´s is the input noise (frame.getNoise() )
Î´C0 is our reference in Volt see above and ÏƒÎ´C0 is the noise of our reference
Î´Cs computed by photDriftCorrection contains the drift in Volt while ÏƒÎ´Cs is the
associated noise
sout is the output signal in Volt, modified by PhotDriftCorrection
noise is the new noise in Volt available with the command : frame.getNoise()

Calibrations files : DCRef (Î´C0 in the formula) and PhotometricStabilityThreshold.
Addendum: the first Î´C0 has been determined with data collected during ILT test campaign. The following biases have been used: 2.6 V for both the blue and green channel, 2.0 V for the red one. These
bias are not used during flight operation so we pay attention for using PhotDriftCorrection. This latter
normaly corrects the drift, but due to bias divergence between dCo and dcs, one part of the response
is included in the ratio applied. For the photometry we should apply PhotDriftCorrection. Nevertheless, PhotDriftCorrection shouldn't use when the reponsivity calibration product version 4.0 is
applied.

4.5.2.2. photRespFlatFieldCorrection
Applies flat field corrections and converts signal to a flux density
>> outFrames = photRespFlatFieldCorrection(inFrames [,calTree=calTree]
[,flatField=flatField][,responsivity=responsivity][,copy=copy] )
outFrames
: Frames
inFrames
: Frames
calTree
: PacsCalibrationTree
products used by the pipeline
flatField
: FlatField
responsivity : Responsivity
Flux density (Jansky)
copy
: int

: Frames out in Jansky photometricaly calibrated
: Frames with signal in Volt
: calibration tree containing all calibration
: FlatField calibration product
: Calibration product converting the signal in
:
0 - return reference
1 - return copy
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Literature
Photometric calibration of PACS bolometer - K.Okumura, D.Lutz, M.Sauvage and B.Morin - October
11,2007
Photometric calibration products - B.Morin,K.Okumura,D.Lutz, M.Sauvage - February 08,2008
Principle
photRespFlatFieldCorrection divides Î´s(t) by the flat field Î¦ and the responsivity J.
Hereafter the formula managing the photometric adjustement :

(Please have a look also on the PhotDriftCorrectionTask)
1/JÎ¦ converts signal in Volt to jansky. The conversion is done for a Î»0 wavelength related to the
central filter band used. Bandwith and Î»0 information is stored in the Responsivity calibration product
available from the calibration Tree (calTree).
Calibration Files: FlatField and Responsivity
FlatField calibration product
This product contains the flat field and the noise for the red, the green and the blue channel. Here is
briefly a description of the product :
• An image of the flat field - the physical unit is dimensionless and around 1
• an image of the noise - the physical unit is dimensionless - Noise has to be multiply by the responsivity in order to have a physical dimension
• The average of the fluxes used to compute the flat in Jansky
• The difference of the fluxes used to compute the flat in Jansky
• The creation date of the flat in microsecond since the 1 jan 1958
• Text field given the coordinates of the calibration source used to make the flat or during the ILT
the OGSEs with their temperatures in Kelvin and filter.
Useful commands to explore this calibration product
from herschel.pacs.cal import *
caltree = getCalTree("FM")
flat = caltree.photometer.flatField
channel = "red" # or "green" or "blue"
print flat[channel].getMeta().get("MeanFlux")
print flat[channel].getMeta().get("DeltaFlux")
print flat[channel].getMeta().get("Summary")
print flat[channel].getMeta().get("CreationDate")
# or simply
print flat[channel].getMeta()
Display(flat[channel]["FlatField"].data)
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Display(flat[channel]["NoiseMap"].data)
or
resp = caltree.photometer.responsivity
Display(flat[channel]["NoiseMap"].data.multiply(resp[channel"]
[Responsivity].data[0]) # in V/Jy

Overview
Noise

with Ïƒk = 0
Responsivity calibration product
This product contains the responsivity. Signal in volt multiply by the coefficient found in this product
converts the signal in Volt into flux density in Jansky. Here is briefly the content of this product :
• responsivity coefficient V/Jy
• Reference wavelength Î»0 in micrometer used to compute the flux - in general the central wavelength of the filter
• Effective aperture in square meter - the diameter of the primary telescope miror
• Effective bandwidth in Hertz - see formula below

Useful commands to explore this product
from herschel.pacs.cal import *
caltree = getCalTree("FM")
resp = caltree.photometer.responsivity
channel = "red"
# or "green" or "blue"
print resp[channel].Responsivity.getMeta().get("RefWavelength")
print resp[channel].Responsivity.getMeta().get("EffectiveAperture")
print resp[channel].Responsivity.getMeta().get("EffectiveBandwidth")
# or simply
print resp[channel].Responsivity.getMeta()
print resp[channel].Responsivity.data[0] # in V/Jy

4.5.2.3. photShiftDith
The dithering pattern offered by HSpot is just a 1/3 pixel shift. Thus the coaddition of the 3 dithered
double differential image is done only in pixel coordinates by this task. This is not the definitive result
of the pipeline since also for the Point-source mode a final astrometric calibrated image should be
provided. This is a work in progress and still under investigation.
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4.6. Scan Map AOR
4.6.1. Level 0.5 to Level 1
4.6.1.1. photDriftCorrection (java prototype available)
See description of the same task in the Point-source pipeline

4.6.1.2. photRespFlatFieldCorrection (java prototype available)
See description of the same task in the Point-source pipeline

4.6.2. Level 1 to Level 2
4.6.2.1. photAssignRaDec
See description of the same task given in the Small-source pipeline

4.6.2.2. The map reconstruction
At this stage of the data reduction the scan map pipeline is divided in two branches: a simple projection
given by Photproject and the inversion given by MadMap. The two methods are implemented to satisfy
the requirements of different scientific cases. See following subsections for more details.

The simple projection
filterSlew
This task is removing from the science data the readouts corresponding to the satellite slewing, e.g. at
the beginning of the science block or between different adjacent scan legs. These readouts need to be
discarded in the map reconstruction because they correspond to a satellite acceleration.
>> outFrames = filterSlew(inFrames, [,copy=0]

)

outFrames
inFrames
copy

: Frames : Frames out with one image per one chopper cycle
: Frames : Frames in
: int
:
0 - return reference : overwrites the input frames (default)
1 - return copy
: creates a new output without
overwriting the input

The task is just reading the Status table entry "IsSlew" (see description of "photAddInstantPointing"
task for more details). This flag is set to "true" for readouts corresponding to the satellite slewing and
"false" elsewhere. The readouts with IsSlew=true are removed from the frames class.
photHighPassfilter (jython prototype)
This task is only a prototype. The purpose is to remove the 1/f noise. Several methods are still under
investigation. At the moment the task is just using a Median Filter by removing a running median from
each readout. The filter box size can be set by the user (filterbox parameter in the scheme below). By
default is is 200 readouts.
>> outFrames = photHighPassfilter(inFrames, [filterbox=filterbox], [,copy=0]
outFrames
inFrames
filterbox=
copy

:
:
:
:

Frames
Frames
int
int
0 -

)

: Frames out with one image per one chopper cycle
: Frames in
: median filter box size, by default is 200 readouts
:
return reference : overwrites the input frames (default)
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1 - return copy

: creates a new output without

overwriting the input

A real high pass filter is still under implementation and its use is under investigation.
photProjects
See description of the same task given in the Small-source pipeline

Level 1 to Level 2
photAssignRaDec
This task performs the last step of the astrometric calibration. Sofar only the sky coordinates of the
virtual aperture (center of the bolometer) and the position angle are available in the status table for
each frame. the astrometric calibration is done by estimating the sky coordinates of the center of each
pixel. This information is then stored into two cubes, one for RA and one for DEC, with the same
dimensions of the frame class to be atrometrized.
>> outFrames = photAssignaRaDec(inFrames, calTree=calTree, [,copy=0]

)

outFrames
: Frames : Frames out with one image per one chopper cycle
inFrames
: Frames : Frames in
calTree
: PacsCalibrationTree : calibration tree containing all
calibration products used by the pipeline
copy
: int
:
0 - return reference : overwrites the input frames (default)
1 - return copy
: creates a new output without
overwriting the input

This step of the astrometric calibration is done in two steps. In the first step the subarray coordinate
system, that is the the integer coordinates (p,q in the figure below) of the pixel centers as displayed
in IA, have to be transformed into the the cartesian coordinate system of the PACS focal plane (u,
v, respectively, in mm), which reproduces the real misalignment and rotation of the submatrices, as
shown in the bottom figure below. The transformation coefficient between p,q to u,v coordinates are
contained in the spatial calibration file PCalPhotometer_SubArrayArray_version.fits.

Figure 4.12.
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As a second step the coordinates u,v on the PACS focal plane have to be transformed into orthogonal
local coordinates on the tangential plane on the sky, y,z. The coordinates y,z, as shown in the figure
below, correspond to the offset in arcsecond of the individual pixel coordinates with respect to the the
virtual aperture. They are approximated by two polynomials in the three-dimensional space of u,v and
chopper and alpha (CHOPFPUANGLE entry in the status table output of convertchopper2angle task):

Figure 4.13.

the coefficients of the two polynomials are contained in the spatial calibration file
PCalPhotometer_ArrayInstrument_version.fits. Once the Instrument coordinates are available, the sky
coordinates of the center of each pixel are simply obtained by spherical trigonometric for any given
RA and DEC of the virtual aperture and position angle PA (listed for each frames in the status table),
as shown in the figure below.

Figure 4.14.

photProject
The protProject task provides one of the two methods adopted for the map creation from a given set
of images (in the PACS case, a frame class). The second method is MadMap which will be discussed
in the ScanMap pipeline section.

>> si = photProject(inFrames, [outPixelSize=outPixelsize,] [copy=1,] [monitor=1]
[optimizeOrientation=optimizeOrientation]
[mapcoordinates=mapcoordinates] [calibration=calibration])
si

: final map (SimpleImage) with WCS

inFrames

: Frames

outPixelSize

: double :

: astrometric calibrated input frames

the size of a pixel in the output dataset in arcseconds.
Default is the same size as the input (6.4 arcsecs for
the red and 3.2 arcsecs for the blue photometer)
copy
: default is 0 (no copy of inFrames). Option is 1, if inFrames should
be copied
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optimizeOrientation:rotates the map by an angle between 1 and 89 degrees in order to
avoid huge output maps with lots of
zero-signal pixels. Possible vaules: false (default, no
automatic rotation), true (automatic rotation)
mapcoordinates: allows to specify the coordinates of the output map. Required
values: mapcenterra (deg), mapcenterdec (deg),
mapwidthra, mapwidthdec, angle. If mapcoordinates are given the
optimazeOrientation will be ignored even if set to true.
monitor
: shows the map montor that allows a close visual inspection of the
map building process.
default value is 0 (no map monitor). monitor = 1 shows the map
monitor
calibration : default 0 to calculates pixel corners with standard bolometer
astrometric calibration; 1 for geometrical calculation
(test purposes)

:
The task perform a simple coaddition of images. Thus it can be applied to raster and scan map observations without particular restrictions. The only requirement is that the input frame class must be astrometric calibrated, which means, in the PACS case, that it must include the cubes of ra and dec coordinates of the pixel centers. Thus, photAddInstantPointing and photAssignRaDec should be executed
before PhotProject. There is not any particular treatment of the signal in terms of noise removal. The
background noise and 1/f noise is supposed to be removed before the execution of this task, e.g. by the
previous steps of the pipeline in the case of chooped-nodded observations and by the photHighPassFilter or similar tasks in the scan map case. The simple projection is shown in the following picture.

Figure 4.15.

First the task defines the dimensions of the output image on the basis of the input images. The size of
the output pixel can be specified by the user in arcseconds by setting the outPixelsize parameter. By
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default this is the same as the input pixel (3.2" for the blue and 6.4" for the red bolometer, respectively).
The user can set this parameter on the basis of the raster or dithering pattern and on the scan map
speed. In order to map any input pixel into the output map as shown in the bottom-right corner of the
figure above, the task calculates the sky coordinates of the pixel corners. If the parameter calibration
is set to true (default), the task uses for this purpose the same method used by photAssignRaDec for
calculating the sky coordinates of the pixel center, that is by using the distortion calibration files (see
the description of that task for more detail). If calibration is set to false, than the input pixel is supposed
to be a square and the coordinates of the corners are calculated by geometry on the basis of the pixel
center coordinates and position angle. The first method is preferable under all points of view: it is much
less time consuming and it takes into account the distortions of the PACS bolometers. The second
method is still available for test purposes and it is very time consuming. Once the corner coordinates
are available, first the task transform the signal from flux(Jy) per input pixel into flux(jy) per output
pixel. This is done by dividing the input pixel signal by the area mapped by an input pixel in the output
image (the colored region in the bottom-right corner of the figure above). After this step the coadded
image is obtained with the following method:

Figure 4.16.

where I(x'y') is the flux of the output pixel (x',y'), a(xy) is the geometrical weight of the input pixel
(x,y), w(xy) is the initial weight of the input pixel, i(xy) is the flux of the input pixel and W(x'y') is
the weight of the output pixel (x'y'). The geometrical weight a(xy) is given by the fraction of ouptput
pixel area overlapped by the mapped input pixel (the 4 regions with different colors shown in the
bottom-right corner of the figure above), so 0 < a(xy) < 1. The initial weight w(xy) depends on the
observation. In case of chooped-nodded observations (point-source, small-source and raster mode),
w(xy) should be given by the coverage or exposure map which takes into account the different number
of readouts used, pixel by pixel, in the previous averaging processes (averaging of the chopper plateau,
averaging of differential on-off images, etc). In the case of scan map observations, w(xy) is just equal
to 0 if a pixel is masked out in the available masks (BADPIXEL, SATURATION, GLITCH) and 1
in th opposite case. Thus, the signal Ix'y' of the output image at pixel (x',y') is given the sum of all
input pixels with non zero geometrical (a(xy)) and initial weight w(xy), divided by the total weight
(sum of the weight of all contributing pixels).
The task provides as output the final map, the coverage map and the noise map. Only the final map
has a correct wcs (...well, almost!), the other images are not provided yet with WCS.
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Features of the Map Monitor
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The use of the Map Monitor is straight forward. After PhotProject is started with the option monitor=1,
the Map Monitor appears and shows how the map is constructed. It has a buffer for all processed frames
and maps. The slider moves through this buffer and displays the map in all stages of construction.
Here are some remarks:
• autodisplay: if this is selected, the map is immediately displayed, while PhotProject processes the
data. Uncheck this option and the buffer initially fills much faster.
• memory: depending on the size of the processed Frames class the buffer may use a lot of memory.
Start PhotProject with all memory you can afford. If the Map Monitor runs out of memory, it will
delete its buffer to avoid out of memory situations and go on showing only the currently processed
map. In this low memory mode the slider is disabled (but it still indicates the number of the currently
processed frame).

The MadMap case
makeTodArray
Builds time-ordered data (TOD) stream for input into MADmap and derives meta header information
of the output skymap. Input data is assumed to be calibrated and flat-fielded. Also prepares the "to's"
and "from's" header information for the InvNtt (inverse time-time noise covariance matrix) calibration
file.
>> PacsTodProduct todProd = makeTodArray(inFrames [,scale=scale] [,crota2=crota2]
[,todname=todname] [,toddir=toddir])
inFrames

: Data frames in units of mJy/pixel.
Required input meta-data:
(1) RA,Dec cubes associated with the frames including the effects of
distortion. Assume this step has
been previously done by PhotAssignRaDec.
(2) input mask cube which identifies bad pixels.
(3) information on band (BS,BL,RED), mode (scan/chopped raster), and
locations between scan legs for data
"chunking".

scale
: %pixel scale of output skymap in relation to nominal PACS detector size,
e.g., 3.2" for Blue and 6.4" Red.
For scale = 1, the skymap has square pixels equal to nominal PACS
detector size.
crota2

: CROTA2 of output skymap.

Default = 0.0 degree.

todname

: Filename of TOD file.

toddir

: Directory that contains the above TOD file.

todProd
: Output product representing the TOD binary bit-stream and associated
meta data keywords.

Body of todProd is TOD bit stream binary data file consisting of binary header
information and TOD data
(Reference: http://crd.lbl.gov/~cmc/MADmap/doc/man/MADmap.html). The binary header
is four 8byte integers
(1) First sample index for TOD data, set to 0.
(2) Last sample index for TOD data chunk, set to (n_good_detectors * n_samples) -1.
(3) nnObs = Number of detector values per sky pixel during each time sample (for
default one-to-one mapping of
detectors on to sky pixels, nnObs=1).
(4) total number of sky pixels with good data.
The binary header is followed by the data in the order of:
For each input GOOD detector pixel ("observation"):
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value (double, 8-byte float) ==v
For each sky pixel observed:
weight (4-byte float) == w
skypixel index (4-byte int) == p
(e.g.,.) for good detectors ii=1,nd and time samples kk=1,nt, TOD order is given
by:
for ii=1,nd
for kk=1,nt
v[ii,kk]
for jj=1,nnObs
w[ii,kk]
p[ii,kk]
Initially for the SPG, we will set nnOBS=1, i.e., use the default one-to-one mapping
of input detectors onto sky pixels.

The TOD binary data file is built with format given above and the tod product includes and the astrometry of output map using meta data keywords: CRVAL1 : RA Reference position of skymap
CRVAL2 : Dec Reference position of skymap
EQUINOX : 2000.
CTYPE1 : RA---TAN
CTYPE2 : DEC--TAN
CRPIX1 : Pixel x value corresponding to CRVAL1
CRPIX2 : Pixel y value corresponding to CRVAL2
CDELT1 : pixel scale of sky map (=input as default, user parameter)
CDELT2 : pixel scale of sky map (=input as default, user parameter)
CROTA2 : PA of image N-axis (=0 as default, user parameter)
The weights are set to 0 for bad data as flagged in the mask. Dead/bad detectors (detectors which are
always {or usually} bad), are not included in TOD calculations.
The skypix indices are derived from the projection of each input pixel onto the output sky grid. The
skypix indices are increasing integers representing the location in the sky map with good data. The
skypixel indices of the output map must have some data with non-zero weights,must be continuous,
must start with 0, and must be sorted with 0 first and the largest index last.
Future planned parameters that may be implemented include:
medianSub : True/False; Flag to subtract median value from input data (default = false).
nnObs : Number of detector values per sky pixel during each time sample (for default one-to-one
mapping of detectors on to sky pixels this value is one (i.e., the value for each sky pixel for one time
sample is based on only one detector value). If value for a sky pixel for one time sample is based on
multiple values, then nnObs > 1 and one needs to assign the appropriate weights (e.g., fractional area
of detector pixel seen by sky pixel, and conserve surface brightness.
maxGap : Maximum size of gap (in samples) before chunking is done.
otfName : On-target-flag name (ONTARGET, HSC-DOC-0662 [PACS-PTREQ-G08] which will be
a status flag from the pointing product. Required for data chunking of scan data by scan leg.
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runMadMap
The module runMadMap is the wrapper that runs the JAVA MADmap module. MADmap uses a
maximum-likelihood technique to build a map from an input Time Order Data (TOD) set by solving a
system of linear equations. It is used to remove low-frequency drift ("1/f") noise from bolometer data
while preserving the sky signal on large spatial scales. (Reference: http://crd.lbl.gov/~cmc/MADmap/
doc/man/MADmap.html). The input TOD data is assumed to be calibrated and flat-fielded and input
InvNtt noise calibration file is from calibration tree.
>> SimpleImage map = runMadMap(todProd, [calTree=calTree]
[,filterLength=filterLength]
[,maxRelError=maxRelError]
[,maxIterarions=maxIterations] )
todProd

: The PacsTodProduct from makeTodArray

calTree
: PacsCalibrationTree containing calibration InvNtt information stored
as an array of size
max(n_correlation+1) x n_all_detectors. Each row represents the
InvNtt information for each detector.
filterLength : Specifies the length of the FFT's that will be done; code will make
a best guess if not provided.
maxRelError

: Maximum relative error allowed in PCG routine (default is 1e-6).

maxIterations : Maximum number of iterations in PCG routine

(default is 50).

map
: Simple image sky map including header information from the tod
product meta-data. Products also include
the naive map (map without corrections), a coverage map, and a
representative noise map (product definition is TBD).

The filterLength, which is calculated by the module, must be larger than 2*bandWidth, and can be
much longer. For optimum performance filterLength should be the smallest power of two such that
filterLength / (ln(filterLength) + 1) >= bandWidth - 1. But, note that for best performance filterLength
should not be longer than the stationary time scale of the the noise.
Future planned parameters that may be implemented include:
bandWidth : Width of the non-zero band along the diagonal of inv(N); code will derive from noise
file if not provided. The bandWidth is 2*n_correlation +1.
maxMemory : Maximum number of bytes of memory that each process can allocate (default is 1GB).
medianSub : Flag to subtract median of the input data values before MADmap computation, and then
the median level is added back into the output sky map. May be helpful for data of limited dynamic
range where background >> signal.

4.7. Trend Analysis Product generation
This section is dedicated to the trend analysis product generation. The concept and the scheme of this
product generation has to be still finalized. At the moment only the calibration blocks and several HK
of each observation are saved as trend analysis products. The tasks responsible for these products are
listed and described below. However, it is worth to mention that the implementation of these tasks and
their results is prone to change on the basis of calibration scientist requirements.

4.7.1. photTrendCS
This task is not mandatory for the pipeline.
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For trend analysis purpose, photTrendCS collects, reduces and stores useful data about the internal
calibration sources. This process is applied for each calibration block encountered.
Facultative, this task leaves the frames unchanged and is usualy called by the task PhotCSProcessing.
>> outFrames = photTrenCSTask(Frames inframes,trend=trend[,hkdata=hk][,seq=seq]
[,calTree=calTree][rtConverter=rtConverter][,copy=copy])
outFrames
: Frames
: unchanged input frames
inFrames
: Frames
: input frames
trend
: PhotTrendCSProducts : (csbasket) list of frames containing
calibration blocks - Slots of this product are filled by the PhotTrendCS.
hkdata
: TableDataset
: housekeeping information extracted from the
observation context
seq
: PacketSequence
: alternative choice when hkdata is unavailable
calTree
: PacsCalibrationTree : calibration tree containing all calibration
products used by the pipeline
trConverter : CsResistanceTemperature : Calibration product given resistor to
temperature conversion
copy
: int
:
0 - return reference (default)
1 - return copy

Content of CS product generated :
CS product contains three parts {red, green, blue}. While the red part is always filled, blue and green
depends on the current observation. A keyword called 'channel' and stored in the metadata, keeps
information on the valid filling part (green or blue). Here are the keywords and information stored:
• "Cs1" in volt, contains CS1 data stored in one calibration block.
• "Cs2" in volt, contains CS2 data stored in one calibration block.
• "Cs1Time" gives the time in microseconds (since 01Jan1958) of each layer of CS1 data cube.
• "Cs2Time" gives the time in microseconds (since 01Jan1958) of each layer of CS2 data cube .
• Meta data
• "channel" = { red,green, blue} tell us the dataset currently filled.
• "cs1Cpr" contains the mean of the chopper positions extracted during an observation of the CS1
in command unit (CU)
• "cs2Cpr" contains the mean of the chopper positions extracted during an observation of the CS2
in command unit (CU)
• "cs1Temperature" is the average of the cs1 temperature in Kelvin
• "cs2Temperature" is the average of the cs2 temperature in Kelvin
• "cs1TemperatureStdDev" is the standard deviation of cs1 temperature in Kelvin
• "cs2TemperatureStdDev" is the standard deviation of cs2 temperature in Kelvin
• "bias" is the average of Vh-Vl found on all BU (Buffer Unit).This quantity is in Volt
• "mode" gives the reading mode led by the warm electronic BOLC .This quantity is a string =
{Direct,DDCS} takes from the median of the calibration block.
• "gain" of the warm electronic, possible values are { 0 = high gain, 1= low gain } . This value is
based on the median of the value found in the calibration blocks
Exploring PhoTrendCSProducts : please have a look on PhotCSExtraction task
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4.8. SPG Pipeline chart
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4.9. Product summary
Table 4.1. Overview - last updated 2006/06/09

Level

Product name

Status

0

readTm

Done

0

extractDataframes

Done

0

decomposeDataframes

Done

0.5

readAttitudeHistory

toDo

0.5

readTimeCorrelation

toDo

0.5

extractDMC

toDo

0.5

extractFrames

Done

0.5

photFlagSaturation

Done

0.5

photConvDigit2Volts

Done

0.5

photFlagBadPixels

Done

0.5

photFlagGlitch

toDo

0.5 - 1

decodeLabel

prototype

0.5 - 1

findBlocks

prototype

1

convChopper2Angle

Prototype

1

convXYStage2Pointing

Done

1

photAddInstantPointing

toDo

1

photCorGlitch

toDo

1

cleanPlateau

Prototype

1

photAvgPlateau

Prototype

1

photSpatialCal

toDo

1

photDiffChop

toDo

1

photAvgNode

toDo

1

photFluxCal

toDo

1

photSkyRespCal

toDo

1

photCsRespCal

toDo

1

addUTC

toDo

1

constructStack

toDo

1

photCorrZeroLevel

toDo

4.10. Appendix
4.10.1. How to remove sky background and telescope
emission
Telescope emission is the major flux received by the detector. During his life telescope temperature
should be to 80ÂºK on average and his emissivity to 4%.
In order to remove instrumental error, chopping and nodding mode are used. If the chopper doesnÂ’t
move, the optical path in PACS doesnÂ’t change when the telescope pointing is running. Successive
pointing positions in the sky are lead by the satellite pointing and are called nodes. If the chopper
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is moving, the optical path in PACS instrument change. So that, the flux received by the detector
doesnÂ’t have the same telescope emission.
Three sky areas are used:
• one containing a brightness source,
• and two others with no source
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Configuration
Configuration
Configuration
Configuration

1
2
3
4

:
:
:
:

first
after
after
after

position : point-source is observed
chopping
nodding and chopping
chopping

Basic
equations
s = source
f = foreground (telescope emission)
b =Initial
background
1.
no brightness
source exists:
i1configuration,
=pointing
0 + f1 + is
b1 unchanged;
(1)
2. Satellite
chopping
angle is changed in order to have brightness source in
the
field
of
view:
i
=
s
+
f
+
b
(2)
2 pointing
2 has
2 been changed; chopping angle is changed in order to align the previous source
3. Satellite
in
the
same
previous
matrix areachopper
(case 2).angle is changed
i
=
s
+
f
+
b
(3)
3 =pointing
23unchanged;
4.
Satellite
f12 Â–f
+
bremove
it is
tois
telescope
background emission:
•Now,
Â–
ii414 possible
=)+(i
s0 ++Â–i
(f
)(4)
+=(bs22the
Â–b
) (5)
2
1
1
(6)(b
1
2
3
•• i[[32(i
Â–i
)
]
/
2
+
b
Â–
(7)
of the two couple of images
3)/2
Â–
bb11+b
)2 (8)
b1 =the
b3mean
(i222sky
Â–i111background
)+(i333Â–i444) ] is
/ 2different
= s (9)(b2if2between
b1 =
=two
bif
3 positions,
If the
it wonÂ’t be possible to correct the sky
target
properly.
Example
4.1. Four observing configurations exist:
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Glossary
Stack

sorted list of the observations of an astronomical object got in a
given context. All of these observations can be processed in the
same way.

Plateau

data sequence got during an elapsed time while the chopper and
telescope pointing are unchanged.

Cycle

one ON/OFF chopper sequence

Node

telescope pointing is fixed (only slight motion due to the jitter can
be found)
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